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WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

HOLLAND,

42.

Itoietiw.

BROUWER &

CO., Dealers In all
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc.:River st.
OiBiral Dsalin.

Editor and PiMither.

\7AN PUTTEN

G„ & SONS., General Dealers
in Drv Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hsts
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 \f and Caps, Flour. Provisions,etc. ; River street.
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
BottD.
paid at six months.

T«rmi of Sabooriptfon:

RoLLAifD,Mich., Nov. 18, 1884,
I. 0. of o. F.
The Common Oonncil met in regular seselon and
HollandCityLodge, No. 192. IndependentOrderwas called to order by the Mayor.
of Odd Fellows,
holds Its regular meetings at Odd
ws.hoWi
Members present: Major Beach. Aldermen Ter
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening Vree, Rose, Benkema.Burgess.Werkmau, Kanof each week
ten, Nyland. Boyd, and tho Clerk.
Vlsltfngbrothers
arecordlallylnvlied
.
Minutesof the last two meetings were read and
L. D. Baldus, N. G.
approved.
Willi ax Bauxoabtil, R. S.
FXT1TIONSAND ACCOCHTB. J
The following bllle were preaentedfor payment:
F. & A. X.
ARiouLABOomthunicatlonof Uxitt Lonox. B. J. Harrington Jr., A H. Boone. 854 chblc
yards of gravel for street crossings and
No. 191, F. & A. M.. wlllbe held at Masonic Hall
Intersections® «7.-. ...................$ 287 18
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock sharp, on Wednesday
evenings,Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5, Aprtl 9, May 7, R. E. Workman, 200 atakea for Eleventh
street .................................... 2 00
June 4. July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
900
Nov. 26, Dec. 81. St. (John's days June 21, and WoodruffA Hall, building sidewalks .....
6 70
John
Krulscnga. oil, matches, etc., ........
Dec. 27.
Pieter Braatn, special police Nov. 12, 1884.,
9 00
R. B. Beit, W.M.
3 00
A. Dogger, cleaning council rooms and Jill
D.L. Botd.5sc’v.
J. Beukema, cleaning and repairing Colombia Fire Engine .................... 1 so
Geo. H. 8lpp, superintendingwork of
grading
ading an
and graveling Tenth A Eleventh
68 00
streetsand graveling Cedar street.
P. Prln«, 1 lamp andSchlmneyafor Star

V

HOTEL. Williams

Bros., Proprietors.
The only first-classHotel In the city. Is
JOB PR1NT1N8 Promptly
Hsatly Eiecplel
located in the business center of the town, and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
State. Free bus In connection with the Hotel.
10-iy
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for Holland,
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
p IKE NIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
I 8 x. I 6 m. I 1 T.
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R’y depot,
850 5 001 8 00 has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
1 Square
•»
8 00 10 00 table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda5 00
“
8 00 10 00 17 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.

IITY

M

Mich.

1

1

10 00 17 00
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 00

Column

1

|
I

00
40 00
65 00

%

SUditiomtl ^ocitl

|

OCOTT’ HOTEL. W.

O

Mich.

50

NUNDA

Hotel.

Holland
Chicago.
^

1

„
4 37
..... 10 85 East Saugutnck 2- 45
4 31
11
... .|I0 50 .New Richmond.: 2 37
2 05ill 45 ..Gd. Junction..; 2 05 9 22 3 5'J
12
12
2 17 12 06 . ...Bangor. ...' 1 47 9 10 3 82
2
3 (K) 1 :40 (teuton Harbor. 12 40 8 12 2 30
3 1(1 t 42
2
.St. Joseph... jl2 O')' 8 05 2 20
3
3 55 2 60 ..New Buffalo.. Ill 30 7 10 12 45
7
6 50 5 45 ....Chicago ..... 1 8 55; 4 20)10 80
. la.m.lp.m.lp.m.
a. m. p.m |p. m.
20
82
28
47
10
20
50
80

to

neur Hoot of 8th street.

UAN

dealer In Farm Implements
ttud Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street*

V

UAALTE,

B.

PhTsiciaas.

OEST.

R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen’sBlock.

13

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

r*' ULMERS. H., Physician and Surgeon. ResiFrom Grd. Rapids
tv dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
to Holland.
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers
a.m.|p. m. p.m. Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and

Rapids.

*

10 15 3
3
3
3
11 00 4

00 t5 0)
15 5 11
35 5 at
48 5 44
07 600

p

ra.

in.

p.

a.

10
... Holland.
....Zeeland ..... 10
..Hudsonvllie... 9
....Grandville...»
..Grand Rapid*.. 9

10! j i5 10 50
(l»
10 42
10 13
45
32
9 56
15 12 25 +9 35

a. ra. p.

ra.

from 5 to 6

m. p.m.

to _

25 10 40 5 57
35 10 48 8 07
4 00 11 05 6 3)
405 11 18 6 40
4 40 !) 55 7 15
p m. p.m. a. m.
3
3

,

2
2
..GrandHaven.. 12 25 2
...Ferrysburg... 12 20 2
... Muskegon... 11 55 l
ip. m. p.

to
Allegan.

35 9 17
27 907
05 8 50
00 8 40
20 +8 (W

m.

50-ly

43-ly.

•

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite this office.
Watehei and

Jmlry.

I )REYMAN,OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

and Eighth Street.

Holland.
!

YITYKHUYSKN,

dealer in Watches, Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-lr.
H..

>V

Mich.

• Mixed trains.
t Run- dally, all other trains dally except SunAll trainsran by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland.. going north, at
7:50 a m. arrivingat Grand Rapids' at 10:15 a m.
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Mnskegon
m: also mixed trains leave Holland,going south,
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a
J. FI. PALMER. Gen. Pass. Agt.
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent,

day.

m

Produce, Etc.
( WHOLESALE.)
(Correctedevery Friday by E.

Harrington.)

J.

®

Applet:, ^ bushel ................
Beans, p bushel ................80
Butter, V lb .....................
Eggs, $t dozen .................... ly,
Honey, #lb ......................
Onions, ^ bushels ...............
30
Potatoes, # bushel ...............
25

80
1 00
17

^

@

@

&

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

@

Taking Effect August 10/A, 1884.

RETAIL.

COINS EAST

Pas*. Mix'd Pas*. STATIONS Pass. Pass Mix'd
A. X. P X P. X.
A. M. A. M. P. X.
10 10 5 20 5 10 L.Toledo.A 11 10 5 10 6 50
02 8 00 6 05
24 8 52 6 27
9 02
6 31
29
39 9 30 6 41
55 9 57 6 57
08 10 26 7 10
30 11 15 7 33
48 11 52 7 50
55 12 07 7 67
8 07
1 06 12 30
1 17 12 60 8 18
8 40
1
38
1 38
2 05 2 42 9 09
2 17 3 10 9 22
2 36 3 52 9 40
2 56 4 40 P. M.
3 04 4 57
3 10 5 11
8 45 6 30
6 50
3
3 59 7 04
4 10 7 25
x. Ip. m.

11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12

M

P

K

10
. Dundee’.
...Britton.. 9
.Ridgeway. 9
.Tecnm*eh. 9
.. Tipton... 9
Cambridge 9
. Addison.. 8
..Jerome .. 8

10
46
42
32
17
05
43
S6
20
e»
59
37

15 4 50
62 4 09
47 4 00
37 8 37
22 3 00
(« 2 30
•2 45
1 40
2 ¥8 1 10
.Moscow.. 8
2 21 12 55
8
..Hanover
2 10 12 30
7
..Pulaski ..
1 59 11 55
7
.. Homer
1 .38 11 00
1 12 9 36
..Marshall 7 11
1 00
9 20
. .IVreeco.. 6 59
Battle Cr'k 6 40 12 42 8 32
..Augusta. A. X. 12 22 754
.Yorkville..
12 15 738
12 09 7 25
..Richland..
11 80 600
..Montleth.
11 27 5 46
....Fisk....
..Kellogg.
11 21
5 35
A Allegan L
11 10 5 15
A. M. A. M.
.

.

.

.

.

4
8
3
3
3
3

.

.

Train Connections.
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with
Wabash, Bt Louis & Pacific At Tecumeeh. with
Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. S. & M. S. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. S. At
Homer, with L. S. & M . S. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marshall. with M. 0.
R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago & Grand Tronk and W. O. R. R. At Monteith,
with
OMtid
Rapid*
& Indiana. At Allegan,
telth, witli
with Chicago& West Mich, and L. 8. & 51. 8.
Trains all daily except Sunday.
B. McIIUGH,
GeneralPassenger Aeent.

R

Jlircctont.

........ ®

Apples. $ bushel .................
Beans, bushel .............
Butter,
.....................
Eggs per dozen ........ ..........
Honey per lb ....................
Unions, per bushel .............
Potatoes, pea bushel .......... .....

N

...

.

QEACH, W, H. Commission Merchant, and
1) dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. HighHigheat

market jtrice paid for wheat ^

Office^

In

}

TVOESBURG.J.O.

Dealer In Drags andMedlclnes, Pahita and Gila. Brashes, Ac. Ph
slclan* prescriptionscarefullyputup. Eighths

XJ

(Carrectcdevery .Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 9 bushel .............
40

Bran,

. 00&@
®

100 lbs ........ ........ ..
Barley, f 100 lb .....................1
Clover seed. $1 tb ............
Com Meal 100 lb* .......
Com, shelled ^ bushel ..
Flour. $t brl ..... ........
Ftue Com Meal 19 100 lbs
Feed, W ton .............
100 lb ...........
Hay, ton
7 00
Middling,
g, ^ 100 lb
Oats, ^bushel. new.
Pearl Bar
Barley, $100 lb.... ...........
Rye V bush 5« lbs ...............
Tfmothy Seed. ¥ bushel ........
Wheat, white ¥ bushel. ..........
Red
.............
LancasterRed, ¥ bushel. .. .
-

......

(&

i

.

Fultz “

retail.
Buckwheat, per bushel. ...........
Bran, per 100 lbs ..................
Barley per 100 lb* ...............
Clover seed per lb ...............

Com

Store. Fine Drngi, Me
Article* and
River street.

D. R.,

We

will give $20.00 to the person telling

middle verse of the New
Testament Scriptures(not the Revised
E

iitlon) by

December 10th, 1884. Should

more correct answers be received,

two

or

the

Reward will

be

divided. The

money

will be forwarded to the winner December
15th, 1884. Persons trying for the reward

must send 20 cents in silver (no postage
stamps taken) with their answer, for
which they will receive the Monthly for
January, In which the name and address
of the winner of the reward and the correct answer will be published, ind in

call at

75
1 10
4 10

,

feM

F
ftakl

J

Aid.

science wouldn't have let me real a minute

Beukema—

If

I

had

Ipt

“Fare

work.— Adopted.

Aid. Beukema requested to be excused from further attendance at this meeting of the Council.—

you go oy.”

to Lincoln’s fifty cents,”

aald tha

conductor,with signs of impatience.

Granted.
• The clerk reported the followlngon
file:

“No, I couldn'tgoto sleep at nigbt
feeling that

SUU’fftiscmmts.

IP.

IEL

WILMS,

“

•'

i

also

home over night. Another advantage— it

agriculiur.il

nil descriptions; the Ester-

Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Advance Mower, the Grand de Tours threehoise sulky plow, the Bissel,South Bend
plow, best in the market, the Remmington iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Too lb drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishing land made, containing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
ly

Thousands Say
Mr. T.

W.

trie Bitters to
sat Israel

costs nothing to give the business a trial,

!

and an agent can devote all his time, or
only his spare moments to it. Stinson &

j

Co. guarantee grand success to all

j

engage and follow simple and plain direc-

Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes: I

“I never hesitateto

tire

So.

my

recommend your Elec-

customers, they give en-

ion and are rapid

sellers.”

Electrle Bitters are the purest and best tioas that they give.

We

who

have not space

medicine known and will positivelycure to explain all here, hut full particulars
Kidney and Liver complaints.Purify will be sent tree t« those who address the

3 inches for every tooth, Dowaeiac Wheel
the blond
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and culti-

and regulatetho bowels. /No firm; their full address is given above.
vators combined. Albion Wheel Spring family can afford to do without them.
Bad Drainage causes sickness,bad
Too'h seeders and harrows combined, They will save hundreds of dollars in docblood and improper action of the liver and
Stndebaker farm ffnd freight wagons, tor’s bills every year. Sold at fifty cents
Kalamazoo open and top buggies,
kidneys is bad drainageto the human aj|.
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth, bottle by H. Walsh.
tern, which Burdock Blood Bitten remedy*
8-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky culti-

&

-

of

Than

of

implements of

working people. Send 10 cents

“

Jfewtfred,

GOLDEN

Co. steam
ages, grandly successful.50 cents to $5 easily vators, Aultman and Russel
earned every evening. That all who want work tbreaahers. Engines from one-horse to
may test the business, we make this unparalleled one thousand horse power. Call and see
• fled we will
offer: To all who are not well eatlsf
goods before purchasing elsesend $1 to pay for the trouble of writing ns. Fall
.....etc,,
....sent
.... free.
..vw. Immense
particulars, directiona,
p. h.
pay absolutely sure for all who start atonoe.Don’t
River 8t., Holland.Mich.. Apr. 10, ’84
delay. Address Stinson A Co., Portland, Maine.
10- ly.
42-ly.
all

onco.-Adopted

I had something that belonged
To the city of Holland.
to somebody else. I couldn’t do it.”
Holland. Mich.. Nov 13 18*1.
It Will Cure You!
Pay to Jacob Kulte or order. $425, being whole
He dropped a tear, and reaching down
amount due and to become due lo me under conSEAL BITTERS are the tract for digging canal, from cltv of Holland,said into his vest pocket drew forth a worn and
great blond puriflei*,liver and kidney rem- contract being dated Uct. 24. 1881. and charge the soiled annual pass. He was an editor,
W. L. Hopkins.
edy and life giving principle, a perfect same to acc’t
For value received.
but tbe conductor was a new man and
renovator and invignrator of the system —Accepted ami placed on file.
had not seen him before. He made some
carrying away all' poisonous matter and
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
restoring the blood to a healthy condition,
remarks that left a blue streak behind
By Aid. Workman—
enriching it, refreshing and invigorating
Resolved,that the sum of $1,000,taken from the them as they ran along over the heads of
both mind and body. They are easy of general fund and placed to the credit of the water
tho passengers, and, reluming tho docuadministration, prompt in their artinn, fund be reiunud to the general fund.— Adopted.
ment, passed on through tlm cnr.—NebrasBy Aid. Kanter*—
certain In their results, safe and reliablein
Jfcsofw!.ThaMhe water works loan with the ka State Journal.
all forms of disease. Every moment of
our lives, every purl of our bodies, is Holland City Hank be extended ninety days.—
Which said resolution was adopted, all voting yea.
“Coming events cast their shadow be.
wearing out and is being built up anew.
By Aid. WerktnanThis work is accomplished by the blood.
fore," DeLand’s goods have withstood all
Resolred.That the vote on Dio resolution fixing
The blood if pure makes the entire circuit the Intereston streetbonds, adopted November 5. tests for thirty years, and the purity and
of the body every seven minutes. But if 1881, bn reconsidered.— Which was adopted,all
excellenceof their Soda and Saleratus
voting yea.
it becomes weak or vitiated and doe! not
show the glorious future for U.
By
Aid.
Workman—
perform Us work properly the system is
Resolved,That the motion ns made be so
actually poisoned by the worn-out matter
amended that the rate of. Interest on said street
cloggingthe vital organs instead of leav- bonds be Axed at elgbt per cent.— Adopted, all
Money to It Made.
ing the body. Cleanse the blood when- voting yea.
ll U said that dull times are oot known
By A'd. Ranters—
ever you find - Its impurities bursting
Resolved. That the committeeon ways and
through the sklu in pimples,eruptions,
mean* be and are hereby Instructed to negotiate by the agents for the great publishing
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the the sale of the said street bonds. -Adopted.
house of George Sliuson & Co., of Portblood pure and health of the system wi 1
Council adjonrnedto Wednesday, 2 p. m. Nov.
land, Maine. The reason of this exM!ow. For sale by H.
42-:t 19, 1884.
ceplionul success is found in the fact that
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 1884.
they always give the public that which is
The Common Connell met onrsuant to adjournment and was called to-orderby the mayor.
3ficiv
keenly appreciated and at prices that all
Members present:
Beach. Ald.
Ter Vree, can afford. At preset we underatsud,
resent: Mayor Bench...
Aid. -T<
Beukema. Werkmau, Kanter*,Nyland and the
their agents are doing wonderfully well en
clerk.
Reading of the minute*difppnsed with and the several new Lues. They need many more
has put in his shop regular order of business cn-pended.
The following bills were presented for payment: agents in all parts of the country. Those
a large' new engine
and boiler, and the R B. Best, 6 mos. *al city physician...
. " health officer.... * 12 so *h° need profitablework should apply at
latest m proved —Allowed, and warrants ordered Issued on the once. "Women do as well as men. Expump machinery, city treasurerfor the amounts.
perience is not necessary, lor Messrs. Stinand is prepared to
On motion of Aid. Werkinan—
son
& Co. undertake lo show all who are
furnish pumps,
Resolved,That the founcll proceed in a body to
in-pect
the
graveling
work
of
Tenth,
Cedar
and
willing to work, not hard but earnestly,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes, Eleventh streets.— 'dopted.
the path to large success, it should be
After Inspecting s ild graveling work, the Coun»t wholesale or recil returned to thftir room* anti adjourned until
rememberedthat an agent can do a handtail, at the most Tuesday.7:30 p. m. Nov. !5, 1884.
some
business without being away from
reasonable prices;
OKU II. SIPP. litv Clerk.

.

1

repair the s*nte at

On motion

in all colors at the Central Drug Store, only 10 cents.

“

H

White

Diamond Dyes

9

1

to

the

.

a Mfor

ing Company, Easton, Pa.
REPORTS or arANDINO COXXITTEKS.
ways and means reported on
M. L. Blair, Alderman 5th Waid, Scran
the bill of John Beukema. for service running the
water works from July 25th to Nov. 1,1881, reton,
Pa., states Nov. 9, ’88: He had ured
commendingthe payment of the same, amount
$266.44.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrlc Oil for sprains,
The committeeon streetsand bridges reported
bums, cuts and rheumatism.
recommending that the clerk purchaseone down
burners and one pound of emery for street lamps.Adopted.
A Conscientious Man.
The committeeon sircets and bridgesreported
that the bridge crossing Black river was in a very
“Do you see any check In my •hat-;
bud condition and needed repairing, and roconjv
mended that the streetcommissionerbe instructed ^and!”

wash brushes,

Meal, per 100 lbs. . ........
Corn, shelled,per bushel .........
Flour, per barrel ................
Fine corn meal, per 100 lbs .......
Feed, per ton ......................
per 100 lbs ..................
Hay per ton .............. ....... 9 00
Middling, per 100 lbs
Oats per bushel,
Pearl Barley, per 1(» lbs
Rye per bushel
ousnei ...................
a
Tfmothy seed, per bushel......... <&

...

iclnes,

fol-

us which is the

he Connell go in a body. Wednesday. 2 o'clock p. in., November 19, and inspect

that will pot yon In the way of rnaking more money In a few days than you ever
Brick thought
^£0 ntSwid work*ln spare

Dmfi aai Xadlolaii.

EENG8,
Drag
M
Fancy Good*, ToUet
Perfumeries.

Month’

the

Walsh.

drain. Feed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)

| aa

Coaaliiloa •rehtn

is

lowing:

Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White

9

itmiwM

their

The committee on

Kremers & Bangs.

ITIGGINS,

XX

p. m. a. m.
p. ra. a. m. a. m
3 00
10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10
3 20
in 25 .Fillmore.. 4 55 9 50
10 34 .Hamilton. 4 45 9 42
8 35
10 41 .Dunning.. 4 35 9 30
3 47
9 03
11 05|..AIIegaa.. 4 15
4 15
p. m. a. ra. p. m.
p. m. a.m.

CentralTint

rewards in

December, among which

Y.

PhfogriVfcar.

p. nr.

From Allegan to

MIOT WECT

ly for

wo

If you wish a bargain id Paints,

ANTING, A.

x.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland

fer twelve valuable

Tho conductor looked and confessed he
The rommltteoon poor repotted presentingtho
scnti-Tnonthly report of the director o! the Poor
did not.
ami said committee recommending$28 for Die
support of the poor for the two weeks
ka ending De“Do you remember collecting any fore
cember 3rd. IBM. and having rendered temporarr
from
me?”
nld to the amount of $7.— Approved and warrant*
ordered Issued on the city treasurer for tho several
“No, I guess I skipped you; gimme
amounts.
The committeo on fire department reported re- ycur ticket.’'
commendingthe purchase from E. G. Stud ley of
“Now, I suppose,”said the overlooked
D. BERTSCn.
Grand Rapid*,of 700 fett of Hose, of the same
would have
kind as previouslypurchased.—Adopted and the passenger, “that most
clerk directed to draw up the contract forthe tame
let you go when you didn’t notice em.”
Tho Housewife’sFavorite.
payable. January 20th, 1884.
“Yes; can you find your ticket?”
COMMUNICATION* FHOX CITY OFFICERS.
We will send free for one entire year
The
marshal reportedan additional number of
“But I don’t believe In letting a man
to every lady who. sends us at once the sidewalksrepairedand the receipt of the city
names of ten married ladies,at same ad- treasurer for $4'.’.28,sidewalkmoneys collected — Buffer for a mistake, even if it la his own.”
dress, aid 12 two-ct. stamps for postage, Filed and the money ordered charged to the city
“Want to pay In cash? How far are
our handsome, entertainingand instruc- treasurer.
you
golug?*’ asked the conductor, filling
The clerk reported that according to resolution
tive Journal, devoted to Fashions,Fancy
he had Issued a warrant,November 17, 1884, on
Work, Decorating.Oojtlng and House the city treasurer in favor of A. L. Holmes for out a draw-back.
hold matters. * Regular price, $1.00. $420.50 being tho last payment of 10 percent for
“There are a great many people,” conSend to day, and secure next number. laying cast Iron water pipes.— Approved.
tinued the passenger, "who think that
The superintendentof grading and graveling
Address, DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nunda,
Tenth, Cedar, and Eleventh streetsspecial street it is all right to beat a railroad corporaN.
37-3m. assessment districtsreportedthat the work was
tion, but I’m not one of them. My conready for Inspection by the Common Council.

G.. Physician and Sargeon ;
.H office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 P.
26-ly.
\f

...West Olive...
...Johnsvillo....

p.m.

Ledeboer.

Dr. B.

From Mnskegon
to Holland- >
p. m. p. m p.m.
p. m. a. m. a. m.
3 00 10 10 t58i ....Holland. ... 1 10 3 00 9 40

Muskegon.

%

\7ATES, O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
1 at residence on the comer of River and
Eleventh' utreets, formerlyoccupiedby the 'ate

MUSKEGON BRANCHFrom Holland

of Rutledge's Monthly of-

37-tf

(

j

.Mills.

.

From Holland
Grand
p m. p.m. a. m.

$20.00 for Ohriitmai.

treasurerfor the several nmotints,

25

gOONE

11

6fi2.

1 05
H, AL.Co .............................
Try “Mareareta,”Alfred Wright’s new Wm.
H. Rogers, printing ............... 25 75
perfume. For sale by
50 which several more valuable rewards will
H. Woodruff, filing saws for street Cora'sr.
-Allowed and warrants ordered issued on the city be offered. Address Rutledge PublishKrkmers & Banos.

Ladies’ Medical Adviser.
P. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. o}f Ninth and
A
Complete
Medical Work for Women,
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accommodations can always be relied on. Holland, handsomely bound in cloth and Illustrated.
changes.
BusinessCards in City Directory, not over three
8-ly
TellsTiow to prevent and cure all diseases
tines, $2.00 per annum,
of the sex, by a treatment at home.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
LivervanlBile Stable*.
Worth its weight in Gold to ever lady sufllshed whitont charge for subscribers.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
____
H Livery and Sale Stable. Office fering: from any of these diseases. Over
and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst- 10,000 sold already. Postpaid only
class.
Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps. Aditail iloiul-s.
dress
PUBLISHING CO . N.
TTAVEKKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding ' y
37 3m
11 stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- 1 ’
Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
wavs be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's
Blaine lias come ana cone nnu tne
33-tf
people of this localityhave been satisfied.
Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18! 1884.
VTIBBELINK. J. U.. Livery and Sale Stable; Call at my store and be convinced that
From
From Chicago
xv Ninth (*trcot, near Market.
to
to Holland.
my stock of Fall Dress Goods is the
Day Nl't
largest and best ever received In this city.
• Ni’t
Mail.
Eaaafictorie*.Mills, Shops, Etc.
Mail.
TOWNS.
Lxp. Exp.
Exp. Exp.j
A full assortment of the celebrated JamesOAUEL9.VAN
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors town Dress Goods is among my stock of
a.m.
p.m.
a.
m.
p.m p.m.
p.m
of
of Hugger Mills; Steam Saw and Flour goods,
UR55 1 10.10 15 ....Holland.... 3 00 10 15 5 00
::

Make

NO.

Ooosoii.

The publishers

funltar*.

Vf EYEK.

WILLIAMir ROGERS.

54

Common

WA^SK,U?fp^2,«lt;.‘

EIGHTH STREET.

a
3

WHOLE

1884.

22,

[official.J

Dealer In Druga, Medlcines,Paint«,OUe, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
W.VanDen BERo’HFamily Medicines;River St.
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An

effect existing

without

a

cause is an

impossibility; lickiing in tbe throat, busk
iuesi of the voice, violent coughing, etc.,

The
for tbe

druggist

who

hesitatesnow Is lost

winter. He should sling

•re tbe effects of e severe cold. Dr. Ball’s some sweet oil and liquoriceand

Congh Syrap cures
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removes its serions effects.
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Syrup does not pay him enough
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who were

seen | dines to be interviewed as to the compo.The sition of his Cabinet. Thera are rumors
to grant
that he will soon resign his position to
writs of habeas corpus in the case of ClauLieut Gov. Hill, so that the latter can sign
son and Evans, the polygamists, and they
the credentials of electors. The continuwere sent to jail.
ous stream of callers at the Capitol embarrasses the Governor in the discuarge of his
lurking about the neighborhood.
Supreme Court of Utah has refused

NIE SOUTH.

THE NEW8C0NDEN8ED.
THE EAST.
Some students in the Indus trial Institute
at Worcester, Mass., recently led a horse
up two flights of stairs to the chapel.

official dnties.”

Dr. Henry Howard, of New York, who
A frightful railroadaccident occurred
has
made Presidential elections a study,
at Hempstead, Texas, on the Houston and
expresses
the deliberate opinion that the
Texas Central Bailway. The north-bound
majority
of
mankind are crazy,... The
express crushed through a bridge and into
next
President
will be an important man
Clear Creek, drowning twelve of the passengers and wounding forty. Many of for the army, for he will have the appointthe dead were mangled bevond recogni- ment of two Major Generals and six
tion. A dispatch from Ansun, Tex., gives Brigadier Generals. .. .Gov. Cleveland’s
the following particulars of the shocking most intimate friends know nothing about
his rumored appro iching marriage ____
affair; “About two miles south of Hempstead the road crosses * Clear , Creek, Brownsville. Pa., the birthplaceof Blaine,
where the embankments are f high gave a Republican majority for the first

Twenty-eightmembers of the classes have
been suspended for refusing to confess the
details. . .Three masked men entered the
bouse of Capt John Morrow, an aged inralid, at Mansfield, Pa., bound two Ladies of
the family with ropes, and carried away $500 and the water deep. Here about
iin money and some valuable property.
.
o’clock in the morning, as the
The community at Trenton, N. J., was train came tearing along, the bridge gave
shocked the other morning by the report, way just as the engine and tender had
gotten across, and the entire train, consisting of the express, baggage, and smoking
of that dty, and a son of ex- Chancellor cars, two coaches, and two sleepers,
Williamson,of Elizabeth, had taken his plunged into the river. The train was
own life. Accordingto the statements of crowded with passengers, and the scene
friends, the deceased had for some time which ensued was horrible in the extreme.
Sufferedfrom acute mental depression.
As the trembling timbers gave way, a dreadCoUNTEBFBrr $10 bills on a Cincinnati ful shriek of horror from the terrified
.

.

bank are plentiful at Camden, N.

Wm.

Thompson, an

L.

J.,

.

and

engraver, was ar-

being one of the
Services commemoratingthe
one hundredth anniversary of the consecrationof Samuel Seabury, the first Amerrested at Philadelphia as
coiners ....

.King
at

A

Upston’s

loss of $90,000, with insurance of $70,000.
years house-

keeper for the Hammersleys,in Fifth avenue,

New

York, was last May sent to

time in forty years, . .Close elections are
no new thing, even in New York. Washington Hunt, in 1850, was elected Governor over Horatio Seymour by only 262 votes,
and Seymour was afterwardsbeaten * for
Governor by Myron H. Clark by only 308
votes.
.

A Joint resolutionpraying the Govern-

ment

at

Washington to divide the surplus
among the States for school

in the Treasury

purposes has been introducedin the Vermont Legislature____ The citizens of St.
passengers was soon followed by the heartrending moans and cries of the wounded Jbhnsbury,Vt., hanged in effigy John P.
an<\ the dying.
baggage and St John and a local joarnalistwho ran for
Governor on an independentticket

A

reductionof
works

M) per cent, in

wonw by

caused
employes. In the Cumberland coal region of Maryland the price of
mining is to be reduced to 40 cents per ton.
Two hundred men employed in the Walsenthe lock-

at Branford, Conn.,

a strike by 400

Lud-

The following is a synopsis of the work
burg mines, in Colorado, have quit work ....
For non-payment of a certain tax. Father performedand the cost of service in Che
Egan ejected an aged man, Duncan Mo-. Northwestern free-delivery poutofficesfor
Cague, from church at Thom Hill, Ont,
McCngne’s thigh was broken in the affray,
and his life is in danger.
The Baltimore
and Ohio road reports a capital stock of
$14,783,900,and an accumulatedwealth of
$47,750,000 for which no share was ever issued ____ William B. Fitch, of Kingston, N.
Y.. an extensive bine-stone dealer,and a
Democraticelector, has failed for $150,000.
A new combinationroute from Spring.

field, HI., to Chicago,

.

.

Kansas City, and

Stt

Louis has been opened by the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy in conjunction with

and Mississippi..,.The woolenWaukesha, Wis., valued at $50,000,
were destroyed
fire, throwing
one hundred men out of employment.
The ContinentalHotel, at Fargo, D. T.,
was swept by fire. A panic prevailed
among the guests, but all escaped, losing
their effects, however. The Clarendon
the Ohio
mills at

by

.

.

Montana, in
Govern-

his annual report, to the National

ment, estimates the increase of population
of the {Territoryduring

the year at 4.000,

and the present populationat 84,000. He
says the cattle in the Territory number over
900,000, and the value of taxable property
which does not represent one-quarter of the
wealth of the Territoryis between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000.In other directions, Montana is steadily increasing
the value of her materiarresources, and
she will at an early day apply for admission
to the Union as a State. . .Three robbers
attempted to break into a store at Tiosa,
Ind., when a watchman who had been
posted inside, fired two loads of buckshot,
Killing one of the burglarsalmost in.

stantly, and wounding the second
severely. The third man was found
dead in the woods a short distance away.
. .Robert Standring and his wife were
discovereddead in the house on their
ranch, seven miles from Pine Grove, Colo.,
a small station on the South Park
Road. The circumstances indicate that they
were murdered for their money. Standring
was one of the Colorado pioneersand
quite wealthy and widely known ____
By the wreck of a freight train, near Ashland, Ohio, two brakemen were killed, and
the fireman, who jumped into the creek,
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was seriouslyhurt. . .The explosion of ten
tons of giant powder, at a point four miles
from Toledo, was heard forty miles. Windows were broken in the city and limbs were
blown from trees
.

A National

Convention of cattle grow-

ers was held at Chicago last

week, and was

largely attended A National Association
was formed, and a committee np]>ointedto
attend the St. Louis convention with a view
to bringing that body under the provisions

of the organization. Resolutionswere

,

adopted indorsing the work of the Bureau
of Animal Industry, and especially
V,
com
WtAA*
mending the ability and energy of Prof.
Salmon, its chief.
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In the Probate Court at Chicago Judge
Knickerbocker, after hearing the testimony
of Austin L. Patterson, A. S. Trade and F.
C. McClenthen, subscribingwitnesses,refused to probate the will of Wilbur F.
Storey, dated Feb. 1, 1881. The reason
assigned is that the testator was not of
sound mind and memory at the time of
making the will. On the petition of
Anson L. Storey, Mr. A. L. Patterson was
appointed by the court administrator of
the estate, and gavt bond in $1,000,000
for the performance of his duties....
Judge Brewer of the United States Circuit
Court at Omaha, has rendered a decision
denying the right of the Brighton Ranch
Company to fence in about 52,000 acres of
Government land and sustaining the Government’s right to remove the fences at its
pleasure... Doxey’s Opera House (which

$60,000), a number of business
structures, and a livery stable containing horses, vehicles, etc., at Anderson, Ind., were destroyedby fire....
During a Democraticjubilee at Wellington,
Kan., Mrs. John Schnarr was kiMed by a
sky-rocket, and two other persons were
seriously wounded.... The Grand Trunk
warehouse, freightsheds, and five cars at
Mount Clemens,Mich., were swept away
by fire, with $25,000 loss.

cost

f:

The

explosionof a kerosene barrel

which was thrown on a bonfire on West

;-7

‘

„
30,

1884;
Local

Pieces Cost of Car- postage
Offices. handled, service, rters. coll'ted.
Bay dty, Mich... 1,857,932 $4,575 6 $2,87*
Bloomington,111. 2,631,178 5,062
2,294
Burlington, la... 4,187,411 S.tWl
4,631
Cedar RaokU, la. 869,417 8,095
2,054
Chicago, 111 ...... 162,561,805 251,044277 403,139
Connell Bluffs... 1,184,604 4,309
1,'24
Davenport.la.... 8,239,458 7,646
2,133

_

7
7
4

5
9

IQ

Dee Moines, la... 6,003,039 10,070
6,543
Detroit, Mich....19,669,70639,127 44 $5,278
Dnbuque, Iowa. . 2,818,1316,360
2,185
E.Sagfnaw.Mlch.2,123,038 4,601
2,575
EyansvlUe,Ind., 4,031,019 8,136
2g»«

7

6

10

1'849'140

3*485 6

.M1*'184 U'm 14
33
Jackson, Mich... 2,466,481 6,311
Lafayette. Ind... 1,765,096 4,887
MinneapoUsMin. 8^54,406 21,700 28
g“Aha, Neb ..... 6,843,681 11,300 14
Oshkosh Wl8.... 1,068,185 4,832
Indianapolis. Ind 13,183,01282,603

d
6

6
5

10

Peoria, Di . ..... 3,246,561 8,737
Madison, Wls. . 1,3.6,230 3,514
.

.

Milwaukee, Wis.. 17,452,22437,467 41
Quincy, III ....... 3,215,706 7,349
Racine, Wis ..... 1,328,294 4,278
Richmond, Ind... 2,069,741 6,277

9
5
7
4
7
6
9
9

u»
12,170
16,213
1,716
1.536
18.970
11,226
1,286
2,773
1,015
37,334

6

.

.
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THE WEST.
Gotebnor Crosby, of

^

the fiscal year ending June

2,411
Hotel at Aspen, Col., was also burned, the
1,040
loss being placed at $19,000. A fire at Mil2,338
bank, Dak., destroyed a hotel and three Lansing Mich... 691,701 3,221
1,725
smoking cars were plunged beneath
2,625
Washington telegram; “The retention business blocks, entailing a loss of $150,000. Rockford. 111.... 4,364,850 5,335
the water, the former twenty feet beBt.PsnL Minn... 10,725,97021,498 28 15,556
low the snirface. while the others were al- of Roscoe Conklingby the Democratic NaWhen the rebels evacuated Columbia, South Bend, Ind. 1,783,416 4,580
1,134
most snbmerged.Those who were unhurt tional Committeedo assist in watching the Ky., they threw six heavy pieces of artil- Springfield, in... 3,397,837 7,153
2,009
Terre Haute. Ind. 3,448,823 6,884
3,011
joined in the work of rescuing women and
lery into the MississippiRiver. Low Ottumwa, Iowa. . 1.044,036 2,770 4 ' 934
children and the wounded, but in spite of count in New York is suggestive to those
Kalamazoo.Mich. 1,762,868 3,943
1,114
the most heroic efforts more than a who know him in this city. A gentleman water last week disclosed the guns, Keokuk, Iowa.... 2,058,422 4,156
2.508
dozen were drowned. Darkness height- who has been intimate with him for years and one of them was secured in time to fire
Estimates of expenditures in the postal
ened the terrors of the scene. Many says that he has direct personal knowledge a salute over Cleveland’selection ..... servicefor the fiscal year beginningJuly 1,
perished within easyreachof help. At that Conkling’s desire to re-enter public B. H. Black, of Blossom Prairie,Tex., who 1885, are as follows:
the last accountsthe bodies of twelve life is as strong as ever, and that he will do was recentlyelected Sheriff of Lamar Office of the Postmaster- Oeneral ...... $271,500
dead victims had been recovered. Forty so when the favorable opportunity County, was at midnight Sunday called to Offloe of the First-AssistantPostmaster- Oeneral (the principal Items
persons were wounded. Mahy of the offers. It is the dream of his life to be the door of his house and shot dead.
.
are: For pay of Postmasters,$18,dead were mangled beyond recognition,but again chosen Senator from New York. The The Coon Hollow Distillery and Ware000,000; pay-clerks in Postofflces,
$5,300,000;freo-dellvery and letternone of their names were remembered. story that he is out of politics is true only house, containing 1,491 barrels of whisky,
carriers,$4,535, 000) ...................23,695,000
The fireman jumped the moment he saw the in a Pickwickiansense. It was evident to at New Hope, Ky., were destroyed by fire.
Office of the Second-AssistantPostbridge was falling, and landed on the em- him that Blaine's electionmeant permanent
master- Oeneral (the principal items
Secretary McCulloch has not authorbankment His leg was broken. The en- retirement for him. Without making any
being: railroad transportation, *45, ized
the
statement
that there will be no
684,205; star routes, *5,900,000; rail- '
gineer remained at his post and escaped hurrah abont it he worked against the
way postal-carservice,$1,876, 000;
unhurt. The conductor did not receive a Plnmod Knight as hard as he could. The further bond calls at present, but the penpay railway postal clerks, $4,682,300)30,294,259
scratch.Most of those who were drowned zest of politics is to him more than ever. sion disbursements for December will Office of ,the Third- Assistant Postmaster-General...................... 1,338,400
were in the baggage and smoking cars, and The sores of the Garfield summer are not probably consume the available surplus up
Offlceujf the Superintendent of Foramong them was the baggage -master.”
healed, and until he strikes down others to New Year’s day. . .In a five-milebicycle
eign BaUs .........
500,000
Five laborers who were engaged in Chi- whom he hates he will not be satisfied.”____ race at Washington, John S. Prince deTotal-; ...... .....................
$56,099,169
cago for railroad construction in Guate- Of the large cities of the country New feated Miss Elsie Von Brumen, who was
The estimated amount to be provided by
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Baltimore, St. given a start of two minutes. The winner’s
mala, write from New Orleans that on arthe departmentfrom its own revenues (inLouis, Louisville,Nfew Orleans, Indianapo- time was 19 minutes aud 45 seconds.
riving at Port Barrios they were ordered to lis and Detroit gave majorities for CleveHeavy frosts in Paris seem to have cluding $400,000 from the monefi’-order
service) is $51,273,230.The estimated exwork as slaves under a guard of soldiers. land; Philadelphia,Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
somewhat stayed the ravages of cholera ____ cess of expenditures to be appropriated out
These victims managed to escape to the Chicago, Cleveland and San Francisco for
United States, bat left 165 other dupes pen- Blaine ____ Henry Chamberlain,Republican The numbers of the various partieselected of the General Treasury to supply the deJefferso^ to the German Reichstagthis year are as ficiencyin the postal revenue is $4,825,539.
niless ____ The Director General of the New candidate for Sheriff
County,
Pennsylvania,
received
every follows: Conservatives,72— a gain of 20; The total appropriations of the present year
Orleans Expositiongives notice that exhibits should be shipped at once to vote in bis own electiondistrict.,.. Free Conservatives 29— a gain of 5; Ultm- are $49,040,400, or $7,058,769 less than the
be ready for the opening Dec. 15 ____ Vermont came gallantly up with one vote montaues, 100— a gain of 2; National- amount estimated as Being necessary for the
The mercantile house of J. Stadekor & for sweet Belva Lockwood. .. .President Liberals, 54, a gain of 9^ German- Liberals, next fiscal year. The principalitems of inSon, at Canton, Miss., has been closed on Arthur and Samuel J. Tilden voted in the 68, a loss of 32; South German Democrat^ crease are: Compensation to Postmasters,
executions.The liabilities are $75,000 or same precinct ____ It is thought Senator 7, a loss of 2; Social-Democrats, 24, a gain $2,000,000; clerks in postoffices, $400,000;
more ..... Gardanne Casanave, a member of Cameron has a sure thing on his re-election. of 11; Poles, 16, a loss of 2; Danes, 1, a loss free-delivery system, $535,000; railroad
rap spoliation, $2,934,000 (which includes
of 1; Guelphs,8, unchanged; Alsatians,15,
the Louisiana Returning Board of 1876,
unchanged. The Reichstag contains a compensationto the Pacific Railroads which
died at New Orleans last week ____ Twentyheretofore have been certifiedto by the
strong protectionistmajority.
five houses in the business part of Goldsboro, N. C., were destroyed by fire, inImmigrationto Canada has materially
The official vote of Missouriis ns fol- Secretary of the Treasury); and pay of railway postal clerks, $382,300. The financial
volving a loss of $250,000..... A syn- fallen off during the first ten months of
lows: For President— Cleveland, 235,972; offieers of the department say that certain
dicate has been formed to build
Texas Central from Albany, 1884, when the- arrivals were 138,386,as Fusion, 202,261; St. John, 1,506. Cleve- items included in the estimates of the presTex., north to
connectionwith compared with 163,485 for the correspond- land’s plurality,33, 711. For Governor— Mar- ent fiscal year— such as compensation to
the Denver and New Orleans Railway ____ ing period in 1883. Of this ybar’s arrivals maduke (Democrat), 219,015; Ford (Fusion), Postmasters and railroad transportation—
An old negro named Johnson, living at 80,510 settled in Canada and 57,876 passed 207,893;Brooks (Prohibition),10,449. Mar- the amounts of which are arbitrarily fixed
by, law, were reduced by Congress in the
Jackson, Miss., cut his throat on account of through to the States. .. .Being destitute
madnke’s plurality,11,122; majority, 573. postofficeappropriation bill to the extent
the election of Cleveland ____ A late census and without friends, John Downey and
____ Official vote of Pennsylvania: For Presof several million dollars, thus making the
of Memphis. Tenn., shows an increase of wife, of Windsor, Ontario, resolved to
ident. Blaine, 473.804; Cleveland. 392.785; apparent difference between the appropria29 per cent, in the populationsince 1880. drown themselves some weeks ago. The
Butler, 17,002; St. John, 15,737. For Con- tions for the present year and the estimates
The safe of the Texas Express Com- woman performed her part, but Downey
gress. at large: Osborne,Republican. 476,- for next year considerablylarger than it
pany at Bryan was unlocked and robbed of lost conrage, and, when his wife’s body
260; Davis, Democrat, 401,042; Atwood,
$10,800.
was found, was accused of the mur- Greenback, 9,684; Black, Prohibitionist, wguld be under normal circumstances.
der, but was acquitted. The other 10,471 ---- The followingis the official reINTERNAL REVENUE.
WASUIXCiTOIt.
day Downey hanged himself ____ The turn of the Arkansas electionfor President
demise is chronicled * of William A. and one Chief Justice of the Supreme
Collections in the Northwest.
The chartersof 721 national banks, with Duncan, just re-elected to Congress from
Court: Cleveland,72,927; Blame, 50,80(5;
The
annual
report of the Collector of Inan aggregate capital of over $189,000,000, the Gettysburg district of Pennsylvania, Butler, 1,847. Chief Justice— S. R. Cockternal
Revenue
shows the following collecand
of
Dean
O’Reilly,
of
Hamilton,
Ont.
will expire during the year 1885. This is
enll, Democrat, 72,21*>; M. W. Benjamin,
Four men who left Kingston, Canada, Republican,60,452. Cleveland’s majority, tions in the districtsof the Northwestern
more than one-third of the entire number
in a boat for Cape Vincent, N. Y., have not
22,121; Cockerill’s majority, 21,703. States for the fiscal year ending June 30,
of national banks now in existence.
been heard of, and, it is supposed, have The Democratic Congressionalmajorities 1884:
From informationalready received by the
been drowned.
are: Dunn, 5,680; Breckenridge,2,563; First IllinoisDistrict - Joel D. Harvey, CollecComptroller of the Currency it is expected
collections,$$,447,063.
Since Jan. 1, 301,297 immigrantshave Jones, 2,213; Rogers, 4,867; Peel, 6,384 ____ tor;
a large majority of these banks will continue
Second Illinois—Lucian B. Crooker, $229,603.
The
vote
of
Ohio,
as
officially
canvassed:
Third Blinols— Albert Woodcock, $2,929.
their existence either by extending their arrived at Castle Garden, New York, against
Fourth Illinois—Richard Rowett, $428,070.
charters
reorganizing under 359,705 for the corresponding period of last Blaine, 400,0.82: Cleveland,368,280; ButFifth Illinois—Howard Knowles, $13,036,354.
ler, 2,170; and St. John, 11,269. Blaine’s
other titles. There are at present more
Seventh 111 nois— John W. Hill, $4,525.
year. The Germans head the list, and there plurality, 31,802 ____ The completedvote of
national banks in existence with a larger
Eighth Illinois-JonathanMerriam, $126,645;
has
been
a
remarkable
foiling off in the New Jersey foots up: Cleveland,127,783; John W. Hill. $15,653; David B. House (acting)
aggregate capital than ever before. The
number of Italians and Polish Jews. The Blaine, 123,378; St John, 6.153; Butler, $217,546;Jacob Wheeler,$558,693.
capital invested in national banks was inThirteenthHlinois— Charles W. Pavey, $453, 49L
“assisted”arrivals have been fewer the last 3,498. Pluralityfor Cleveland, 4,405.
creased $15,000,000 during the year endFirst Indiana—James O. Veach, $13,578.
few months than ever before ____ Sir Alexing Sept 30. 1884. . .Lieut.Greely, despite
Fourth Indiana— Will Cumback, $224,104.
ander Campbell, representing the Dominion
Sixth Indiana— Horace McKay, $3,337,033.
the advice of his physicians, has gone to
Seventh Indiana— William W. Carter, $1,817,THE MARKETS,
Washington to prepare his report. He of Canada, has been conferring with the
874.
Premier
of Ontario in regard to the approwalks slowly,but claims to have fully reTenth Indiana— George Moon— $10,932.
NEW YORK.
priation of territoryat Niagara Falls for
Eleventh Indiana— Thomas M. Kirkpatrick.
covered his memory.
Beeves ..........................14.75 @ c.75
the proposed international park, and it is
$215,489.
.............................4.50 (jj 5.50
There were 191 new nationalbanks understoodthat the plans will soon be car- HOOS
Second Iowa— John W. Green, $2,315,814.
Flour— Extra. ................... 5.00 $ 5.50
Third Iowa— James E . Simpson, $220,578.
Wheat— No. 2 Hprlng .............81
.82
chartered in the United States during the ried ont
Fourth lowa-John Connell, $13,229; John W.
No. 2 Red ................
.83)4
year, adding a net aggregate of about
A Halifax (N. S.) special reports that Coi:n-No.2 ...................... 52
.53)4 Burdette, $79,605.
Fifth Iowa— Lampson P. Sherman, $128,188.
$15,000,000 to the national banking capital
White ..................... 33 igi .37
while a life-boat with a crew of eleven Oats—
Kansas-JohnC. Carpenter,$167,351.
Fork— New Mess ...... ........ 15.00 $15.50
of the country. During the period named
First
Michigan— James H. Stone. $1,207,511.
CHICAGO.
wreckers, from the steamer Inveralt,strandeleven national banks have failed.
Beeves— Choice to Prime 8 teera. 6.50 & 7.00
Third Michigan-Harvey
B. Rowlson. $14,860.
Good Shipping ........ 6.00 $ 6.50
Fourth Michigan —Charles W. Watkins,
With a view of preventing the introduc- ed on Pictou Island, was returning to shore
$180, 28a
Common to Fair .......4.00 $5.00
during a northerly gale, the craft was caption of cholera into this country the DepartPoos.. ...........................4.50 & 5.00
Sixth Michigah— Henry 0. Ripley, $16,724.
sized and eight of the party drowned. A
First Minnesota— Albert C. Wedge, f8,803.
ment of State has directedthe United man from shore, putting off in a dory to at- Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 4.00 $ 4.50
Good to Choice Spring. . 3.25 0 3.75
Second Minnesota— William Bickel, $69,977.
States Consuls-General at London and tempt the rescue of others who were cling- Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............72 $ .73)4
District of Minnesotar-William Bickel, $417,No. 2 Red Winter. ...... ' .74
.74)4 201.
Paris to appoint medical examiners to in- ing to the upturned boat, lost an oar, drift- Cons— No. 2 ....................... 43 $ .45
Nebraska— George W. Post, $1,515,816.
spect all vessels leavingEnglish and French ed to sea, and was lost
oats— No. 2 ....................... 26 $ .27
Rye— NO. 2 ........................ 50 & .51
ports for the United States ____ On the asAmerican Meats in Germany.
Barley— No. 2. ................... 58 $ .60
sembling of the court-martialto try Judge
BurreH— Choice Creamery ....... 24
.27
J. H. Saunders, agent of the United
Advocate General Swaim, he claimed want
Fine Dairy ..............
19 $ .21
of jurisdiction,
the ground that
Pope Leo XIII. has proclaimed the Cheese— Full Cream .............12 $ .13)4 States Department of Agriculture, to attend the InternationalExhibitionat HamSkimmed Flat ..........09
.10
the charges were not preferred by new incumbents of the Bishoprics of PhilBoos— Fret*h. ..................... 20
.21
burg, in his report recently submitted to
his commander, the LieutenantGenPotatoes— New, per bu. ..........80 $ .36
the Commissioner of Agriculture says: “So
eral. The plea was not sustained.... adelphia, Pa., Helena, Montana, Manches- Pork— Mess ......................11.75 #*12.25
James H. Marr, Chief Clerk in the office of ter, _ N. H., Covington, Ky., and Van- Lard ................ .............07
.07K far as I could observe it was generally conTOLEDO.
ceded that whenever an inspection of our
the First AssistantPostmaster General, has couver, British Columbia.... One of El
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 68
.70
pork is made under careful governmental
held the place since 1831. and has no fear now Mahdi's chief lieutenantsis reported to be
Cohn— No. 2 .......................42
.44
of being molested. William Hunter has inarching against Dongolawith 12,000 men,
Oath— No. 2 .........
26 $ .27)4 supervision,similarto that now made by the
German authorities, there will be no objecMILWAUKEE.
been in the State Department since 1829. while another with 9,000 is advancing
Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 71
.73
tion to its sale in Germany. Indeed, it
....Under the civil-servicerules, Otis Pi against the Kabbubish tribes.
Corn— No. 2 .......................40 & .42
strikes me that were snch inspection made
G. Clarke has been promoted to the ComKaiser Wilhrlm’s late accident proves Oats— Na 2 ....................... 28
.30
missionership of Pensions and Calvin B.
Barley—
Na
2.. .................. 53 $
.54)4 there would be such strong pressure
to have been caused by a faintingfit These
brought
bear upon the , GerP. rk— Mess ......................
11.50 $12.00
Waller advanced to First Deputy.
fits, it is said, have become periodical,
and Lard .............................6.60 $ 7.00
Government
their own
ST. LOUIS.
people that the embargo would be speedily
will, it is feared, result some day in serious
Wheat— No. 2 ....................
76
.76
removed. Shonld further experi men ts coninjury. . .The Canadianboatmen are having Cohn— Mxed....' .................. 37 $ .39
firm what has been already partially shown,
'ATS — Mixed ................
,... .25 0 .27
The total vote of Boston is: Blaine, 20,- more trouble than was anticipated in the Rye ............................... 47 $ .49
that thorough curing in salt destroys the
808; Cleveland, 32,500; Butler, 3,692; St Nile expedition.The water is muddy, and Pork— Mess ......................1125 $12.76. vitality of trichina) if not entirely, at least,
CINCINNATI
it is next to impossible to see the rocks, and
to so great a degree as to reduce the danger
John, 1,235.... Cleveland carried Berks
consequently the work is tedious,... Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ 77 $ .79
44 0 .40
from meats that have been thoroughly
County, Pa., by 7,400. Earthquakes Telegrams from Amoy state that the French Corn ............
Oath— Mixed ...................... 28 0 .2914 cured by this process to almost nothing, it
may alter the geography of the globe and have captured Tamsui.
. Shanghai correPork— Mess ......................13.25 $13.75
towering ambitions oerange the boundaries spondenceto the Loidon Times reports Lard ...... ....................... 07 $ ,o7K will doubtless be a strong point in our
favor, and proper presentation of the facts
of nations,but old Berks alwayi goes Demthat the Annamite auxiliaries to the French
0 5.50
to the German Government, should this be
ocratic and goes it with a rush.... army beheaded 500 Chinese prisoners at Flour ............................5.00
Wheat-No. l White. ........... .77 0 .78
clearly proven, ought at once to be made.
Thomas J. Wood (Democrat) announces Kep ____ A cablegram from Berlin announces CoRN-Mixed.....................
l* ,43
Until this fact is clearly established,howthat he will contest the election of W. D. the death of Alfred Edmond Breh&n, Oath— No. 2 White ............... .28 0 i30
ever, and in absence of any 1 release of
Owen in the Logansport (Ind.) Congres- the German traveler and natnralist. . Pork— New Mere .................13.50 (£14.00
INDIANAPOLIS.
inspection of American meats, either unsional district
Henley (Democrat) is Prof. Lnshidgton has been elected Lord Wheat— No. 2 Red,
New ......... .73 0 .75
der governmental or individual supervisprobably elected to Congressfrom the First Rector of Glasgow University. .. .Matthew CoRN-Mixed ...............
.38 0 .39
ion, the position of the German GovernCongressional District of California by a Arnold is about to make another tour in Oats— Mixed ..................... .25 0 .27
EAST LIBERTY.
ment is obviously sound upon this quesplurality of 59.
. .William Pitt Kellogg will
America. . .Baron Alexander Von Stieglitz, CiTTM-Best .................... 6.00 0 6.50
tion, and cannot be assailed without first
contest the election of Gay in the Third the fomons Russian banker, left a fortune
Fair .................... 5.25 0 5.75
Louisiana District.
demonstrating that their own inspection is
(* 4.23
• Common ........... j... 375
of $750,000,000... .The total Socialist vote
useless.”
4.50 0 5.0)
Albany telegram;“Gov. Clevelandde- at the recent German election was 650,000. Hoos .............................4.25
Sheep ............................
0 6.75

The

.

low street jail for contempt in refusing to
answer questions in the famous will case.
After remaining in prison with a parrot for
six months, she has petitionedto be set at
liberty. . .The losses incurred by the Hocking Valley, strike are reported at $4,011,000.
. .Miss Nancy Gould, of Portland, Me.,
who iwoendy died, willed to the Government
a house and lot worth $2,000, to be used in
paying the national debt The Solicitor of
the Treasury will sell thejproperty.
.

Estimates of the Ezpedltares of
the Postal Service for the
Fiscal Tear.

5

gl

Peabody, Mass., were burned, causing a

Bbbecca Jones, for many

1

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

..

Quincy street, Chicago, fatally burned six
children,and injured and burned several
others. Runnal and Adam Poole, brothers;
Eddie and Aggie Burke, ^brother and sister;
Annie Ward, and a little two-year-old son
of James Daly were fatally and horribly
burned and bruised. Mary Jane Burke and
Stephen Basse were slightly burned. The
explosionwas caused by the formation of
gas in the empty kerosene barrel used to
feed the flames of the bonfire. Four of
the children were removed to the County
Hospital and the others to their homes .....
Joachim Demlow and Caroline,his wife,
. were found on their farm near Chicago,
the latter dead and the former unconscious from several wounds upon the

head. It is not expected

that

the former can recover. The murderous deeds are supposed to have been

in
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delphia has been at war with him with

f

nllat|i(

%m,

^itg

but he increasescontinually, and has lately invaded the
gun and

CITY.

MICHIGAN.

Ik Missouri there ia

a lake which

Peofane swearing seems
\ increase in Spain. There
is

unique. It possesses a beach largely
composed el lead sand. This has been
produced by the gradual breaking
down of a bank containing veins of
galena. The water is said to be poisonous, and no fishes are ever found near

to be on the

prescribingpunishment for blasphemy,
but there

is

— Chesaning falls to get

missioner of Internal
Revenue.

Crop

no nation in Europe which

The annual

New

— A Great

Cotton

Com

—Genesee County now Ins

—Up

Evans, Commissioner of InternalRevenae, Dr. Salnen’s Advice to Farmer*— Roseate Views of the Business
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1884, has

they love to call sources of internalrevenue taxationfor the
has become so saturated with curses year were $121,590,039, as compared to

The

A recent dispatch states that the
patch on the businessof his railroads Board of Alderman, Mayor, and Judge
sent over the wires should be sent to of Columbia, S. C., were all broken up
him— his wife always at his side, giving over the legal question as to when a
puppy becomes a dog. Judge Snellt of
the office a homo-like appearance.
the Washington Police Court, cut the
Out driving near Killarney,a short Gordian knot the other day by deciding
time ago, the Earl of Kenmare found that a puppy becomes a dog at the age
by the roadside a destitutefamily that
of one year. This question came up in
had been evicted from their cabin on the case of an aged colored man charged
his estate by one of his agents. He had with the crime of keeping a dog withnot heard of their eviction before, and
out paying a license. The aged col-

duty, and he insisted that every dis-

on learning of their condition from their

own

lips he bade

their late

them conduct him

home. Then

he tore

the notice of dispossession, broke

the door with a hatchet, and told

to

ored man pleaded that he did not keep
a

dog—

it

was only a puppy six months

down old. The Judge decided that

the law
open imposed a tax on dogs, but was silent
them as to puppies. He know, from a long

to re-enter and live there, assured that experience as a fancier of dogs, that a
they would not be disturbed again.
puppy did not become a dog until he

The Mormons could hardly have expected any other decision than that of
Judge Zane to the effect that no polygamist should sit on any jury for the indictment or trial of a polygamist.The
only wonder is that the statute should
have been so obscurelydrawn as to
leave any necessity for
cision

Report.

on

on

upon

have been

a

judicial de-

ought not to
open to question.The

a point which

lelt

present indictmentsare against Rudger
Clawson and John W. Young, one of the
alleged fifty-seven children of

Brigham

Young.

was

one year

old,

and

therefore he

would discharge the defendant. The
venerable darky, his face radiant with
victorious smiles, retired

court-room, holding
clothes-line, at the

from

the

a

section of
other end ol which

dangled the vindicatedpup.

Thr Hungarian exile Freund, known
in Turkey as Mahmoud Pasha, with
the military rank of Mnchir, who has
been restored Uf his title and dignities
by the Sultan, was degraded in 1876.
Freund was sent during that year to
Scotarh

in

Albania, to revictual Modun,

Dr. Macleod, the Queen’s chaplain which was then blockaded by the Monat Balmoral, writes that there was an tenegrins. The new General in comman on Tweedsidewho was
tended by % faithful maid servant Like
many persons in his condition he was
always anticipatinghis own speedy demise. “I’m thinking, Nancy,” he said
one day, “that it canua be lang noo. I
feel as if this verra nicht the end wud
cam.” “Indeed, laird,”said the attendant, “if it were the Lord’s will it wad
be real convenient,for the ooo’s gaen
to calve, and I danna weel see hoo I am
old, invalid

mand made a fresh attempt, marching
out of -Podgoritzathe morning of
August 14th, at the head of fifteen battalions. His troops were attacked as
they debouched from a mountain pass
by five Montenegrin battalions, and
they took to their heels. fThe rout was
a complete one, and the Turks left

THE ARMY.
Sheridan’s

RecommendationsRelative to

State Troops, Rifle Practice, and

Seaboard Defenses.
The annual report of Lieut. Gen. Sheridan has been made, covering the period

the salt product of the

of Animal Industry, has submitted to the
Commissioner of Agriculture a voluminous
repqrt upon the contagions diseases of animals, the report being the result of experiments and investigationsmade by the veterinary division. Considerable space is given
to the detailed history of the recent outbreak among cattle in Kansas, and to
description
its symptoms. Dr.
Salmon reaches the conclusion that
the disease was ergotism,due to eating
the fungus known as ergot Upon the treatment and prevention of this disorder he
says: When the first signs of this disorder
appear the most important point to bo attended to is to m ike a complete change of
food and to see that it is of good quality,
nutritious, and free from ergot. It would
also be proper to give a dose of physio, in
order to remove os much ns possible the
poison still contained in the digestive organs,
and to follow this with soft food. In the
most severe cases— those in which #part
of the limb is already lifeless— treat

of

ment will avail but

first pails

and tubs of the Midland

how

would

people

like to

to dance if they had a teacher.

coal field and is

making an

effort

todevelop

it

—A

party of University students will

New

chartera cor and visit the

Orleans ex-

position.

—It

is stated that

more Democrats than

Republicans voted the Prohibition ticket
Midland.

in

#

—The

body of Robert Dalrymple,

of

neer

Battle Creek, was

a pio-

found in the

Kalamazoo River.

—The

store of Henry Adams, a clothier

at Manistee, has been closed by the Sheriff.
Liabilities, $15,000; assets, $9,000.

—A woman named

Belamer died at Ne-

gaunee, last week, whose age, os proven by
well

-attested

—The

documents, was 114 years.

collection of pictures at the Art

Loan Exhibition in Bay City was the finest
ever seen in the State, exceptingthat at
Detroit

—A

big pumpkin exhibited at Ludington

contained 525 seeds, and

two

persons

guessed the exact unrabor before it was

opened.
— Yaplo (Fusion), of the Fourth District,
has advised bis friends not to pay election
bets, as ho will contest Burrows’ electionto

Congress.
— J. W. Hawser, of Climax, Kalamazoo
County, was suffocated by inhaling gas
while in bed in n hotel

was

Battle Creek.

at

He

18 years of age.

—The

total

copper output of tho Calu-

met, Quincy, Atlantic, Fmnkli n, Allouez,
Huron, Peninsula, Copper Falls, and Hancock mines for October was 2.039 tons.

—Fred

Diugf older, a resident of Jones-

ville, was killed by the cars at that village

lately. Mr. Diugfolder was about 70 years

Dr. D. E. Salmon, Chief of the Bureau

little. The

greaternumber of cases, however, have not
from his assignment to the command of advancedto this stage when lameness is
the army, Nov, 1, 1883, to Nov. 1, 1884. first noticed, and these will be greatly benHe soys that during this time the entire efited by removing the cause and placing
the animal under conditionsfavorable for
territory under the supervision of troops
resisting poison. Another conditionbehas been unusually free from colhsions,resulting in loss either of life or property, lieved by some to have much influence on
but that the services of the militaryin the the development of ergotismis the water
West cannot be safely dispensed with for supply. With plenty of water always at
many years to come. With liberal allow- hand it is believed larger quantitiesof ergot
ances of ammunition and better facilities may be taken for a longer time than when
for target practice than hitherto, much the water supply is deficient
thought and attention has been given to
Don't Get Left.
rifle-firing.The high scores attainedin the
To
show
how
rapidly this country is deannual contests for army prizes the past
velopiug
in
resources
and wealth, as well as
season attest most gratifying progress in this
vitally important branch of military instruc- in the abilityto consume products, a contion. The establishment of a higher grade temporaryadduces the following figures:
In 1873 oar population was about 40,000,000;
of sharpshooters has developed many marksmen of wonderful skill in the use of the now it is 67,000,000. In 1873 we raised 281,000,000 bushels of wheat— the largest crop the
rifle for distances np to a thousand yards,
country had produced up to that time. This
and it would now be impossible for a close year the wjieat crop will be over 600,000,000.In
1873 our corn crop was 932,000,000bushels;this
line of battle to stand up before a skirmish
line composed of our qualifiedmarksmen. year it will be 2,000,ooo, 000— more than one-half
greater than It was eleven years ago. In 1873 the
The Lieutenant General expresses great in- oat crop amounted to 280,000,(M) bushels;
terest in the National Guard of the States, this year It will acirreKate eoo.ooo.ooo
and thinks Congress should designate the bushels. This vast increase of production has
made In a littlemore than a decade, denumber of men each State should have, and been
spite five or six years of depressionduring that
provide for them arms and camp and gar- period. All our material resources have kept a
rison equipage, under some wise method of pace of development commensuratewith our
accountability for this property, whenever progress In soil production. Comment is unnecessaryto show that it Is useless for the peoState governments themselves appropriate ple of this country to think that because there
substantialsums of money for the support has been a panic in the stock market and genof their respectivemilitarysystems, in such eral declineof pricee there la to be a Tong
halt In the race of progress. The man who now
manner that these sums cannot be affected its
down, and resolves to wait a few years beby party legislation. Excepting for our fore be undertakesa new enterprise, will get
ocean commerce and for our seaboard cities left behind. The train will start and* be out of
he does not think we should be much sight while he la musing.
alarmed about the probabilityof war with
Cheer Up and Brace Up.
foreign powers, since it would require more
[From the New York SunJ
than a ndUion and a half of men to make
Now that the Presidentialelection is over,
a campa® on land against ns. To transport froun>eyondthe ocean that number of and all the rest of mankind at peace, why

soldiers,with all their munitions of war,
their cavalry, artillery,and infantry,even if
not molested by us while iu transit, would
demand a large part of the shipping of all
4,000 dead on the field of battle, the Europe. He earnestly invites immediate
Montenegrins, giving no quarter. The attention to the defenseless condition of
pursuit was carried on almost to the seaboard cities, and urgently recommends
the early beginning of a general system of
gates of* Podgoritza,outside which sea coast fortificationsto be constructed
to tend on ye baith.”
Mahmoud Pasha had hastly established in accordance with the requirementsinThe American Union of Ornitholo- a small battery and rallied a few of his volved by the latest improvementsin heavy
gists at their late meeting in New York men. The bloody defeat caused great artillery.“This nation,” he says, “is^rowing so rapidly that there are signs of other
discussed the English sparrow, and consternationat Constantinople, and, troubles which I hope will not occur, and
reached the conclusion, long ago as Mahmond Pasha was of foreign race which will probably not come upon us if
reached by intelligent people, that “the and creed, he was made the victim, be- both capital and labor will only be conservasparrow was a. pest and a nuisance ing recalled to Constantinople and cast tive. Still, it should be remembered destructive explosivesare easily made, and that
which12*4*****10should be abated by
legislation into prison.
banks, United States sub-treasuries,public
buildings and large mercantile houses can
for its extermination.” The English
be readilydemolished, aodthe commerce of
A
German
biologist
divides
mansparrow hasfio friends who are lovers
kind into two classes, the intellectual entire cities destroyed by an infuriatedpeoof singing birds native , to the soil,
ple with means carried with perfect safety
and the animalistic. He puts the Get.
. which it has driven outandanpplanted;
mans at the head of the former, and the to themselves in the pockets of tbfir clothBut the English? sparfbw like the* English next. ^ Thpre: apre no; limits to
Gen. Sheridan thinks Fort Riley, /or all
Canada thistle has pjme.to stay, and is the figuring skin of a German scien- purposes of cavalry, should be made an establishment-worthy of our great country.

1

—Cheboygan County has discovereda

to the

A

were always three

Nov.

—Fenton young

The Cotton Crop.
The November returns of cotton

of

rators— there

—The

learn

in

board ship or in any other signor Lachat is the person destined the stock of alcohol,gin, highwines, and
for the honor. He was Bishop of pure spirits, there was a decreasein other
convenient position, a series of such exBerne at the time of the settlement of grades of spirits,principally in bourbon and
tinctions and reigujtions being emrye whiskies, of 17,750,694gallons. Nearly
ployed according to a telegraphic the outstandingdifferences between two-thirdswas bourbon whisky. The
the Swiss Federation and Vatican; and, quantity of spirits producedand deposited
code.
as the former insisted on his deposition, in the distillery warehousesduring the fisThe Capital says of the late Mr. Gar- it was found necessary to sacrificehim. cal year is greater than the production for
|he year 1883 by 1,422,431 gallons. The
rett: “The finest trait in the char- As a compensation to the Bishop for the quantity of spirits withdrawn from distillery
acter of the late John W. Garrett w as loss of his see, and in recognitionof his warehousesfor the year is greater than the
his devotion to his wife. He did three- long service, the Pope has determined quantity withdrawn during the year 1883 by
2,901,387 gallons. The quantity of distilled
fourths of his business in his library at to raise him to the rank of an arch- spirits in the United States, except what
home, with his wife at the table beside bishop, and to promote him to a seat nay be in customs bonded warehouses, on
him. Surrounded with telegraph ope- in the Sacred College at the same time. Oct 1, 1884, was 96,810,521gallons.

to

City factory were shipped last week.

Outlook.

and irreverent terms that the provincial $144,553,344 for the year 1883, $140,523,273 Deportment of Agriculture, at Washington,
the beach.
for the year 1882, and $135,229,912 for the relate to the yield per acre, and show the
authorities have petitioned their several year 1881. It is estimated that $115,000,000
The Kimball House at Atlanta yrill Governors to interfere energeticllly will be collected during the present fiscal effects of the long-continued drought in reducing production. The lateness of killing
cost $75,000. A striking feature will
against the custom of swearing and year, The Commissioner says a falling frosts has less effect than usual iu curtailoff
is
anticipated
in
the
present
year
be its roof. This roof is inclosedon all
cursing which “makes the Spanish peoing the yield, as the vitalityof plants was
that will follow from the diminished
sides with a parapet wall set back from
ple blush before the eyes of other civil- .juantity of bourbon and rye whiskies pro- too nearly exhaustedto produce a top crop.
The drought had not been broken at some
the edges. It will be handsomely ized nations.”
luced in 1882, on which the tax will mature
points on the Gulf coast at the date of reduring the current fiscal year. Another
tiled. Part of the roof will be covered
turns. The indicated yield per acre is
cause contributing to the reduction of reBridgeport (Conn.) Standard: Sidwith a beautiful garden, and the whole
lower
nearly every State than
ceipts will be the largely increased exportaney Read, of Falls Village, determined tion of spirits in bond, on which, for vari- in the census year, which was one
flooded with electric lights.
average production.
lowto raise some corn for himself this year. ous reasons, the owners cannot pay the tax.
est
yields
are
now,
as
then,
in
Florida,
Mrs. E. B. Crocker, one of the mill- When the corn was about two feet high Something like 10,000,000gallons have alGeorgia, Alabama, and Texas. The reducionaire widows of San Francisco,lelt ready for the last hoeing, Mr. Read ready been forced abroad during the cur- tion this year is very marked in Louisiana
rent calendar year.
ajar the doors of her art gallery once a
and Arkansas, in the region of the most
thought he might trust some one else
A comparative statement of the receipts
week that the public might profit by to do that, and hired a good, strong boy for the fiscal years 1883 and 1884 shows a productive cotton lands. Returns by States
indicate the yield per acre as follows,the
free views of the collection. Vexed at to work for a while, giving him orders decrease of $16,041,850 from tobacco, an
figures being subject to modification by fullincrease of $2.536, 610 from spirits, an inthe vandalism of visitors who on the to take, his hoe, go up to the lot, and
er returns: Virginia, 180 pounds; North
crease of $31,184,338from fermented
Carolina, 175; South Carolina, 152; Georpublic days injured the statuary, Mrs.
“hoe up the corn.” The boy obeyed, liquors, and a decrease of $10,642,- gia, 135; Florida, 105; Alabama. 130; MisCrocker has locked the doors in the worked all of one day and part of an- 404 from the taxes undqr the resissippi, 175; Louisiana, 190; Texas, 143;
pealed laws and penalties, making a total
face of the public, and like Mr. Vanderother, and announced the job done. decrease of $22,063,305.The total ex- Arkansas, 200; Tennessee, 160. The indications point to a crop somewhat larger
bilt she now wishes a bad wish about it.
Judge of Mr. Read’s satisfaction and penses were a little less than 4 1-5 percent,
than in 1883, gathered in unusuallyfine
of
the
amount
collected. The Commispleasure when, going up to survey the
condition, of good color, unstained hy
Henry Grady, sick with a slow fever
sioner says the diminution of the gross
promise of his coming crop, he found receiptscould not proportionatelyaffect the storms, and free irom trash and dirt.
in Atlanta, got from his doctor a prethat the strong, active, willing boy had cost of collection, as nearly the same force
A Great Corn Crop.
scription that read thusc Dose— Spring
hoed up every root of the corn, and the had to be retained.
The
November
returns to the Departwater, Irosh milk, country air, cattle,
By comparing the receipts for the last
whole lot was as flat as the back of one’s
ment
Agriculture, of the rate of yield of
fiscal year with those for the fiscal year
clover, hay, goats, trees, buttermilk,
hand. Mr. Read has bought his sweet immediatelypreceding it the decrease of com indicatea product somewhat in excess
shady lanes, hunting and fishing— to be
of 1,800,000,000 bushels, on an average
corn this year, as usual, and will prob- revenue from tobacco was $16,041,849.
taken away from towns and newspapers.
There was an increase of 41 in the rate a small fractionabove twenty-six bushably in the fnture “ hoe his own corn.”
This was a smart advance— from pelnumber of grain distilleriesregistered els per acre. The best yields are, as iu
during the last fiscal year and a decrease of 1883, in what has been designated the great
lets to spring pullets— and Grady is
A Swiss cardinalhas up to the pres- 18 in the number operated. The increase
American desert. The “arid regions" in
milking Jersey cows with his own hand ent time been purely mythical. The
in the number registered occurs, ns was the vicinity of the 100th meridiannave prodown on a Georgia farm.
red hat has, it appears, never been the case in the preceding fiscal year, duced heavy crops of maize of high quality.
in the class or distilleries• having That line of longitude has ceased to be an
method of military nocturnal given to a Swjts prelate. It is stated, smaller capacities for the production of absolute barrierto com production or genhowever, that Pope Leo XIII intends to spirits. In the class of larger distilleries a eral farming. The quality of com is better
signalling has been devised by a Rusbreak with this time-honored tradition, very decided reduction occurs, both in the than in 1883 nearly everywhere, and in the
sian, Captain Kostov.ch. To a small
number registered and the number ope- Northern belt it is worth 25 to 75 per cent
and to give a cardinal to Switzerland,
captive balloon is suspended an Edison
rated. A comparative statement of the more. The potato crop is nearly an average
as his predecessor,in equal disregard spirits of different kinds known to the yield, or ninety bushels per acre, and exelectric lamp, which by means of conof precedent, gave one to England, trade remaining in the warehouse at the ceeds 190,000,000 bushels.
necting wires, can bo kindled and exclose of the fiscal years 1883 and 1884
Ireland, and the United States. Montinguished at will by an operator stashows that while there was an increase in ContagiousCattle Diseases— Dr. Salmon's
tioned

five ladie*'

State was 2,840,163barrels.

report of the Hon. Walter

of the gods, as

new planing,

its

mill.

Yield.

has a worse reputation.iu this respect been submitted to the Secretaryof the
than the Spaniards. Of late the lan- Treasury. The total receipts from all
it,

the

bands.

are two arti-

cles in the Spanish constitutionalcode

guage

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS. y

THE WORLD OF BUSINESS.

Annual Report of the Com- An Estimate of

rural districts.

HOLI>\NB

INTERNAL TAXATION.

poison,

of age, and had lived

in Jonesvillethirty-

five years.

—The

Council of tho Episcopal Diocoso

of Nebraska mot in Omaha to elect a successor to the late Bishop Clarkson, and reelected Rev. Dr. George Worthington,of
Detroit,to the episcopate.

—During tho month of October there
were 865 passages through the United
States ship canal at Suult Ste. Marie.

These crafts carried 5,398

passengers,

54,989 tons of coal, 4,337,846 bushels of
grain, 169,806 tons of iron ore, 176,066 barrels of flour, and 22,630 feet of

lumber.

—Uncle Anthony Collins,

a

colored

drayman of Adrian, was heaped up beside
the road with Ins horse in attempting to

a imssenger

run a crossing in opposition to

train. Neither horse nor muster was hurt,
but Uncle's exclamationexplainedit all:
“Oh, look at dat wagon.”
—It

Is

safe to assert that pine stumpage

in Michigan

is worth at least 25 per cent,

was in

less than it

1881 -2,

annual decrease

its

iu

notwithstanding

extent. Capitalists

with money to invest will uudonbtedly be
safe in buying either pine trees or pine

lumber at present prices. There
a piobablity of either

going

is Lnrdly

much

There are said to be several men

iu

lower.

Michi-

gan who sold pine lands about three years
ago,

who

are now buying tho

back at an enormous

same lands

profit.—

A/ue/ieyon

Neva.
flmltli In Michigan.
IteiHirt* to

the State Board of Health, Lanslnc,

by observers in different jiarts of the State

ehow

the diseases which caused most afiknesa in
Michiiiaudurinu the week ending Nov. 8, 1884,
as follows.

Number

of

obaervers heard from, 44:

5H*

Dlscasodn Order of Greatest
Area ol Prevalence.

If
if-h

^Intermittentfever

........

Neurultna .................
a.Ithfuinutlsni..............
4 Bronchitis...............
6 Consumption of lungs...
ftlTonsIliUa.................
7! Diarrhea .................
h Remittent fever ..........
Influenza .................
2

Hi

Tvuho-malarialfever. ....

11

Favsincla* ................

12|Typboldfever (euterioi...
13 Pneumonia ...............
14

Diphtheria ................

Ift luMummatlon
uf bowels..
should not everybody retnrn to his regular 10 Dysentery ................
pursuits,and do what he can toward mak- 17lWhooping cotnrh .........
18 Choleramorbus ...........
ing everybodyas happy as he can?
PJ Inflammation uf kidney..
We have a boundless expanse of fertile 20 Scarlet fever ..............
21 Cholera infantum... ....
soil, an abundance of food and clothing, a
22 llembraneous croup ......
great number of factories, with almost un231 Ccrebrospinal meningitis
limited capacity for production,and the 24 Ifeash-M ...................
most extended system of cheap transporta- 2& Inflammation of brain...
26 Puerperalfever ...........
tion in the world; and yet business is everywhere stagnant Under the stimulation of
For tbe week ending Nov. k the reports indicate
the lowest prices known these twenty years,
that erysipelas and tcnsilitls Increased,and
it is only reasonable that affairs should bethat consumption of lungs and dysentery degin to revive, and they doubtless will, but creased in area ol prevalence.
At the Stale capital the prevailingwinds
the business men of the country can help it
during the week endlmr Nov. 8 were northwest;
dong by calmly considering the situatiou, and,
eomimred with the precedin'.* week, the
and seeing how good it is after all.
teiniieralure was lower, the absolutemid the
relative humidity,and the day and the night
The BaalnestOutlook.
ozone were leas.
Including report*by reirular observers and
A well-informed business man from New

fork, in speaking of the prospectsfor
business dorigg the remainder of the year,
•aid that the merchants Yof New York, who
can disentangleiheir thoughts from the politic!*! excitement, are calculatingthe
chances for some improvement in the mercantile business daring the remainder of
the year.

others, diphtheriawas rcimrtedpresentduring
the weekendingNov, H, ami Since, at 17 places,
namdv: Adrian, Byron, DciatUr, Detroit .Kast
Saginaw, Grand Rnphls. • asthnrs, Ho’wsnl City.

Kaiamusoo. Lmislng. Lei nd. Muskegon,Mtm
iata i Portland. Port Huron, Romeo, ami Wyandotte: scarletfever at 11 places— Albion. *
Center Pains. Detroit. Kast Kmrinaw,
Rnphls, Loudon, Manistee. North Mr
Portland, and Ht. Johns; measles at 3
Detroit,

Grand Rapids, and
HKSBT ti

Whitehall.

TT^'r-TAj'.-^i

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Saiurday, November

37-tf

ber

1884, contains the following: For

1,

this report returns have

been

D.

BERT8CH.
Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk, lias charge, anil Will be loand at all houra,
ready to compound prescriptionsIn a thoroughly
reliablemanner.

For Alabasline, Whiting and Colors in

received

oil, go to the Central

from 736 correspondentsrepresenting 556

MUSIC TEACHER

BEST, M. D.,Propfr.

B. B.

Drug Store.

ATTENTION

MRS. GEO. FOSTER,

Drug Store.

est in this city,

The Michigan Crop Report of Novem-

WARD

FIRST

A very fine assortment of silk plush
cloaks, Russian circulars, Newmarket
cloaks and dolmans of all kinds and prices
Editor.
have been received at D. Bertsch’s. Ladles
call and see my stock and be convinced
22, ’84. that it is the cheapest as well as the fin-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Farmers and

!

All those who desire to learn
music and especially those who
want to learn to play upon the piano or organ should apply to

me

Woodsmen.
We will buy all the StAve and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year

at

my home

on Ninth street in the resround, viz:
Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D. Oak Slave Bolts, 80 inches long.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
these returns are from 357 townships in
Terms Moderate.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
in
large and stpall cans at
the southern four tiers of counties. The
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
MRS.
GEO.
FOSTER,
TOILEI
AIII1CLES
A1
PEBFUHE5,
Krkmeus & Bangs.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
weight of the measured bushel of
Holland, Mich., Oct. 2, 1884.
Black Ash (leading Bolls 38 inches long
wheat of the crop of 1884 is 101 per cent
apertainiug to a first-class drugstore,
di
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
A(lmtisciuent$. Everything
will be kept constuuily on band.
of full weight, or sixty and 60-hundreths
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
pounds. Tho area seeded to wheat this
For making contracts or further inIn prtftnlt qlven away.
formation
apply to Fixter’s Slave Factor}'.
fall in the southern four tiers of counties
A. OATjTj.
Send us 5 cents postage,

townships.Five hundred and

Kremers & Bangs.

\

five of

idence of

A completeassortmentof

IFS

GIVE US

and by mail yon will get
04 per cent and in the
free a package of goods
northerncounties OS per cent of the area of large value,
value,7(hat
'that will start
hi
you in work that will
_ once brin
at
bring you in money faster than anything
seeded in 18S3, indicating a present acre else in America.All about the $200,000 in
in presp

$200,000

is estimated at

acres, and in the northern counties of 228,205 acres.

The condition of wheal 2?o-

vember 1 was 107, the comparison being

L.

styles of Ladies’ and Oeutlemeu’s

THAT „

-Two Divitads! fresh

Fifty

PLUG TOBACCO.
boat? Ia

arc the celebrated

Meats

Salt

I

With Red Tin Tag,

la the
the purest ; ia
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,or any deleteriousingredients,as is the case with
many other
1 1

tobaccos.

harvested, and of 42 per cent in the yield

Both

per acre.

the acreage and yield of

delicate that they are afraid to

—

-

ride fer fear of the horses running away;
afraid to sail for fear the boat would upset,

and afraid to walk for fear the dew

might

fail; but

I

never

saw onp

afraid to

get married.”

Bewark of Frauds.— Be sure you get
the genuine Dr. Thomas’ Ecleclric Oil.
It cures Colds, Croup, Asthma,
and

Chareh Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First

p.m.

and 2

Sunday School 3:30. Weekly

prayer meeting
formed Church,

with the Third Reon Thursday, at 7:30

SubjectsnMornlng,
“Gathered one by one.”

Hope Reformed

i

40:30 a. m., and

m.

at 12

7

Church— Services

at

m. Sunday school
Thomas Walker Jones,

:80 p.

Rev.

“Man’s handGod’s woid.” Evening, “What Paul

Pastor. Subjects: Morning,
ling of

saw at Athens.” Congregationalsinging.

Opening anthems

by the choir. * All are

welcome.

Third Reformed

m. Sunday

2 p.

Rev.

Church—

Brock, Pastor. Services at

9

:30 a. m.,

School at 3:45 p. m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

Terms

In the afternoon, preachingbv the pastor.

a.

m., and 1:80 p. m. Sun-

Mill

the Finest Sriel

this

Met,

City

free!

“Offering thanksclving unto God.” Thurs-

He

day evening, 7:30, “The Lord,

is the

m. The

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at

10

:30 a. m..

and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening

L

SEARS,

C.

Holland, Apr.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,

Merchant
GEO. I. McCLURE,

at 7:80.

George Campbell, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
says: Burdock Blood Bitters is the best
preparationfor the Blood aud Stomach
ever manufactured.

Bnclen’i Arnica Salve.

The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises. 8ores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
by H. Walsh.

FITS: AH Fits stopped free
Kffne’a Great Nerve Restorer.

by
No

use. Marvelous

Pa.

Dr.
fits

cures.

-4t

P. O. Box, 2787.

and dealer

fits

eases. Bend to Dr. Kline, 031 Arch

8t.,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

A

large

and very fine line of

have lust been received and all Who desire a good
suit of Clothes will do well to

CUSTOM MADE

have the agency in this city

I

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B.

GIVE ME A CALL.

New York.

The Best

in the

World!

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you
A full line of sewing machine merchanito more money right away
dise constantly on hand.
than anything else in this world. All, of either
sex. succeed from first hour. The broad road- to
tortnne opens before the workers, absolutely'sure.
Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
At once address: True A Co., Augusta, Maine.
and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
42-17.
GEO. T. McCLURE,
Cor. of Eighth and River streets,

Administrator’sSale.

In tho matter of the estate of Henry Nlemeyor,
l« hereby given that I shall pell
at public auction, to the highest bidder, on

Moailay.tliostliDayofDeceiilier,A.D. 1884,
at two o’clock In the afternoon, at the Phoenix
PlaningMill In the city of Holland, iu the countv of
Ottawa.In tlt«: slate of Michigan, pursuant to 11cense and authorUy.granted to me on the sixth day
of October. A. D. 1881, by the Probate Court of
Ottawa County,Michigan, all of the estate, right,
title and interestof the said deceased of, in and to
the, real estatesituated and being In the county of
Ottawa,In tho etate of Michigan, know n and' described as follows to-wit: Commencing at the
aouth quarter po§t ot section thirty (83) in town•hlp five (5) north of range fifteen (11
15) west, and
running thence east
nleng
south
------. the
— - —
-h line of said
section, thirty-five(85) chains and fifty-four(51)
links,runningthence north to Black Lake, thence
westerly along the water’s edge of Mid lake to the
north and sonth quarter Hue of section thirty,(80)
------

thence south along said quarter line to the quarter
post, the place of beginning,containingsix and
three-foiinhs
threefoil
(flji)
) acres of Taud, more or less,
Icn said
land being situated in the city of Holland,county
of Ottawa and Slate of Michigan; also the west
one-half of lot three (8)ia block aft Y-ihree(&3)lnthe
C tyof Holland, county of Ottawa aud state of

ribs

12-1

W

Dated. Holland, Oct 16. 1884.
7t RKINDKU E. WEKKMAN,

17-ly

Holland, Juno

Holland Mtch

Examine our Goods before purchas-

The North River Btreet

ing elsewhere.

„

,

„

•

J.

W. BOSMAN,

1864.

Holland, Mich., April 23,

12-ly
la

still alive,

.

,

them.

J.

FLIEMAN

eiL

sag

o clock a.

m.

CTTTT

H. D.

POST.

*n<l renovate your old

.

ms,

to!

dean

and

soiled

garments.

.

/',r Nfrat Affections hits, l-fil'piy,ttc.
INF AU.1ULR if taken a, directed. Nj Fits after
‘ir st day t use. Treatise
trial bottlefree to

Repairing done Neatly!
and at reaeonable%rlces.Gome and convince

BEWARM

OF IM/TATJMG FXAI/Ls.

yourself.
Roll

a

ho, Mich., Feb.

1881.

29.

BOOKLBI]V3DI3\rC3r

IE IR,

office of the

S

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

!

be left at the

Holland Ciry News.

Magazine and and

all

periodicalwork a specialty.

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys, Pimples and Face
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula & Erysipelas

A

Northwestern Slei
of

liwpiiw

Milwaukee.These
fort

cutters
sTor
Tor case aud comare anperiur, while iu

and

Durability

beat everything.The dash is a new device
which cannot be broken.

1884.

FALL AND

Sleighs of Every Description
on hand which

I

proposeto

FARMERS

sell at

GOST.

WINTER. 1884

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS. CAPS.

OTHERS

and

wishingonjtblngin my line can do no better than
bv catlingon me. I have a large stock ol readymade work tn

Call

"i

also have a lot of

PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, PANOV FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYtt, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

INFANTS TOAKS A SPECIALXT.

Candidate# ere required to pass an

My order efBoArteflxamlaen.'
A. W. TAYLOR, 3*.

or

made by the

Just received and for sale by

PARTS, OR VEST,

Orders for the
Las in stock a nnmbet ot the

Sec. of Board of School Exam- )
Wb. guarantee that the bherwln-Wil- Office of the
Inera of Ottawa
V
llams Prepared Paint when properly used
Nunlca, Mich.. Jnlytt, 1884. f
The
Board
of
School
Kxamioert
of
Ottawa
will not track, flake or chalk off, ana will
purpose meeting ns follows for the exam
cower more surface,work better, wear Coanty
InatloB of applicants foT a teacher’s certificate:
longer aud permanently look better, then August 6, 1*4, at school ‘
any other paint, including white lead and S7. at court house. Grand Haven; October ^figh which I will sell at astonishingly low prices lo
ChOpl rnnm P/wvwam»4I1m. Am* M w£naam*
order to make room for my fall Mock.
Kbuckbs A Bajtgs. >

Coaaty.

ready to make you a good

The popular wagon manufacturer,

l

Examination of Teachers.

Is

MarvtloHtstunts.
Insane Persons Restored
Dr. KLINE' 8

12-ly

y

42-5t

and

STOPPED FREE COAT,
GREAT
—
NerveRestorer
<’'’a//BRAlN ocNrrvb Diseases.Only sun

Dniggiit*.

the)-

The Best Newspaper in Michigan.
H. D. Poet is now open for the Holiday trade, Photograph Albums, (finest
Daily— $7 per year; 00 cents per month. Weekly
assortment ever opened in Holland) Gold
one Dollar per Year.
Pens, Autograph Albums, Books, &c., &c.

1883.

14,

W. WORST,

READY-MADE

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

AdminMrator.

Read the Detroit Post,

WYNHOFF.

Our large stock of
CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.

and

Strength

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

and complete line of

Needle Gas Lamp.

STTITIHSTGS

White Sewing Machine!

Holiday Goods!

Mi

Clothing,

The only reed instrument made having

_

full

CROCKERY

iu

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

I

Call and: see

A

for the celebrated

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Every Machine warranted for five years

_

White Goods,

in endless variety.

Tailor,

Sewing Machines, Ready-Made

Specimen Copies Free.

41

,

always on hand.

to

Michigan.

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to

Phfla.,

Etc

-Dealer In-

decoaped. Notice

after first day's

Skirts, Hosiery.

BOS MAN,

W-

J-

3, ’84.

Dapere are pent to anbecriberp after the time
paid for hap expired. The Independent's clubbing the patent Qualifying lubes, giving the
liet will be Pent free to any pernon asking for it.
nearest approach in tone to that of the
Anyone wishing to subscribe for one or more pipe organ.
papers or mag&zlnep.iu connection with The Independent,can save money bv orderingfrom our
club list. Address

Rev. Chas. Sounema Ravenna will preact.

sale

B.

A- PRIZE-----

De Bruyn, pastor.

For

HEROLD

Hollaxd, Mich., March 13, 1884.

00
00
00

THE INDEPENDENT,

the store of

EIGHTH STREET.

GIVE ME A CALL!

No

God.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

46,

of charge.

Every intelligentfamily neoda a good newspaper . It 1- a necessity for parenta and children. A
good
way to make the acquaintance of The IndeAfterpendent Is to send 30 cents for a trial trip of a
faith.” month.

giving services on Thurscay at 9;30 a. m.

going on iu the stock of

at

NO.

E.

Meat delivered to any part of th

“The duties required and the sins forbid-

den in the first commandment.”
noon, “A mountain removing
Evening, “Again seeking for enchantmenta and finding the Lord.” Thanki-

Is

52 dividends during the year?

day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,'1

others.

Genuine Cyclone

to Subscribers.

Three months.... 751 One Year ...... « 3
Subject, “ The love of God manifest in Je- Four mouths ..... $ 1 00 Two years ........5
Six months .......1 50 1 Five years ....... 10
sus Christ.”
Can anyone make a better Investmentof $2
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— $3 than one which will pay
Services at 9:30

lime

R. Stockton, H. U. Boyeaeu,Ivan Tourgeneffaud
others.

7:30.

Snuffs

Dry Goods & Groceries,

f,

D.
and

Famous

Lorillard'a

CALL AND SEE US

prose and poetry.

family newspaper of the first class, and is recognized as one of the great educators of the land.
Every one who wishes to be well Informedupon a
great varietyof subjects should subscribefor it.
During the past year The Independent,desiring
that its subscribers should have stories by the very
best living authors, has publishedcontributions
from W. E. Norris, author of “Matrimony," “No
New Thing,” etc.; J. 8. of Dale.au thor of “Gnerudalc," “The Crime of Henry Vane.” etc.; Julia
Schayer. author of “Tiger Lily and Other Stories”;
Sir Samuel W. Baker, the celebrated Egyptian ex
plorer; Mrs. J. H. Riddell author of “The Senior
Partner,” etc;
runner,
etc: Thomas
i nomas uardv,
Hardy, author of .“A Pair
byei,“Two
_______
______ , etc*
___ _ Edward
of Blue Eyes,”
on a Tower^*
Everett Hale, author of “Ten Times One is Ten,”
etc.; James Payu. the celebratedEnglish novelist; Lucy C. Lillie, iF.
Robinsou. ' rreu
Fred u.
D.
•“*,
, W.
”• ivwuiuovu.

Navy Clippings

have been used for over 124 years, and are sold to
a larger extent than ano
27- ly

in their season.

is a

from the kingdom of Heaven.”

Lorillard'a

take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
wherever Introduced,

Game

Fish, Poultry and

THE INDEPENDENT

Afternoon,“A righteousness that excludes

SHOES.
done.

THE INDEPENDENT

Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. in.,

also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesIs second to none.

Is

Repairing neatly and promptly

b&a twenty-two distinct departments,edited by
twenty-twospecialists,which include Bibical Research, Sanitary, Fine Art*, Mostc, Science,Pebbles, Personalities, Ministerial Register,Hymn
Notes, School and College, Literature, Religions
Intelligence,Missions,Bnnday School, News of
the week, Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories,
Puzzles, Selections and Agriculture.Thirty-two
pages In all.

Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

Cut To-

bacoo

always on band-

wanting correct Information upon those subjects.
Its departmentfor ‘ Old and Young.” ia filledwith
articles iu

Lorillard'a Rote Leaf Fine

HlAJR/ID,

Desfue>s
Rheumatism.
I

GROVER HAND SEWED

MUTTOnST,
BOBK, and

of New York, Is acknowledged to be what the
Pall Mall Qo&ettt,of London, says it Is, “one of
the ablest weeklies In existence.” It occupies
two fields, religions and literary.
It pi
publishes
ry. Ii
each
from
twenty-five
to
thirty-three per
----week
.....
- ......
—
.. thlrty-th...»
r_.
com more reading matter than any of lte> contemporaries.With the exception of its column of
•’Selections,”every line in every issue is new, original matter, writ ten expressly for it. It pays
more each week for literary matter than any three
of Its contemporariesput together. It has the
largest and best corps of contributors of any periodical in the world. It is undenominationalid religion,and unsurpassed In literaryability. ItsWview of books ara-.miexoelled In journalism. Its
editorialsare fearless. Its departmentsof science
and bibicalresearch give valuable information, unobtainable elsewhere.Its market reports and com
bJ .ho,.

A quaint writer says: “I have seen
women so

BlGJbLlIP,

THE INDEPENDENT

potatoes are greater than in 1883.

.

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
among which

1883 there is an increase of

about one-sixth in the acre of clover seed

store.

KUOW

DO YOU

BOOTS & SHOES

dealer in

G. Van Putten <fc Sons'

or to

with vitality and growth of average years.

Compared with

Supt.

hai just tecelved a large stock of the latest
1SS4.

27.

SEARS,

<J.

VER SCHURE,

ED.

R. B. BEST.
iioilana,Mich,, June

ents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
of either sex. of all ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work for ns at their own homes.
Fortunesfor all workersabsolutely assured. Don’t
delay. H. Uallett A Co., Portland, Maine.
42-ty.

age in the southern counties of 1,225,854

HEROLD

E.

aadexurtae and givoaM

J.

Bollard. Mfcb.,

Oct,

28,

a trial.

FLIEMAN.
1884.
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Next Thursday

Thanksgiving Day.

is

All the campaign banners have been
taken

Dumb
Local news
-I

’

not plentiful.

is

-

-

.

.

Cracuir Court has been

waiters never speak as they pass

-

November

week.

month so

One

of our

Aldermen won

on election bets.

gone

is

and

Werkman

is

two

dwell-

ing house on Sixth street.

Corrected time

A

THE TEST

a-days.

the general opinion of our

is

frui1*

I

Ptw* a ean top down on a hot »to»e nntU heated, thea
remove the cover and smell. A chemist will not ha required to detectthe presence of ammonia.

MADE.

Mrs.

in order.

Forry Kellogg, of Grand

general paying of bets has been going
Ibis city this

Rap-

Wm
t&Mwl

Minnie Bangs, was visiting rela-

tives in this city this

week.

week.

A five and ten cent store will be opened
on River street in the M. D. Howard
Grace EpiscopalChurch to-morrow, both
building by Mr G. S. Wright. The store

card of the Chicago

and West Mich. R’y. in

It

ids, nee

cold

on in
erecting

now

Invitationsto eat turkey next Thurs-

weather approaches.
R. E.

are numerous

coiwtajcw ajuumioste

drumers

has been a very pleasant

far.

day are now

Indian summer

up and

is picking

growers that apples will not winter well.

fifteen hats

Taylor

Rev. J. Rice

morning and evening

The

count in

official

will preach in

at the usual hours.

this issue.

New York

VI

TO-DAI!

Brandi adrertlMd u ataoluUly para

Travel

pie.

in session this

TO! BAMS POWDER

TEST

down.

will be

CD CD

opened next week.

£-«

gave

m

Thanksgivingservice in Hope Church
Manager Hause, of the Saugatuck the State to Clevelandand Hendricks by
next week Thursday at 10:30 a. m. Serskating rink, was on wheels at our rink 1,147 plurality.
mon by the pastor, Rev. T. W. Jones.

w
O

on Tuesday evening.

HS

The race at the rink next Tuesday eveConsiderablebuilding is going on this ning will decide who is the champion fast
fall. Dwelling houses and stores are be- skater of this city.

Subject, “The nation’s progress.”

Last Monday evening Miss Fannie Hop-

fn

CD
CD

i
Q

*
J)

Dancing and Deing erected on all sides.
Rev. A. J. Wheeler, of Byron Center, portment in Lyceum Hall. A good atDOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
“Tenth street is the finest street in this will lecture on Education in the Methodist tendance was present and a good class is Rl MULTHFILSKSS HAS NEVER BKU QtlOTIOXTO.
city,” so says everyone. This remark Church next Tuesday evening. All are pledged. The school will be held every
In a million homM for * quarter of a century U baa
Monday evening.
stood the consumer*' reliable test,
was first heard after the completionof the invited to attend.
kins opened a school in

\

job of

graveling.

did not reach

Ferrysburgand

this city until

.

/

Last week Friday night the “Big Rapids train” was derailed at

nearly two

The

official vote

Blaine’s pluralityas being 2,830, Alger’s
pluralityas Governer is 2,542.

attention of the reader is called

this week to the special notice ot H. D.

Post. He

has the finest and most elegaut

stock of Albums ever brought to th:s city.

From a

message received in this

from ®ne of the attorneys
Case,” we are

in

The

Ketzeback,Felix J. Ort, Schuilers Star

led to believe that the court

This will necessitatethe building of a new
bridge across the St. Joseph river.

Since

election people,

and most

es-

pecially business men, have been engaged
in attending to their

own

affairs

and

ready on

al-

foot.

day

on next WednesNovember 26. All friends

evening,

The

expert skater

who was expected at
Tuesday evening,

the skating rink last

was unavoidablyunable to be here. It

of the society are cordially invited.

expected that another date will be

A two mile

race against time will be

the prominent feature at the skating rink

A

next Tuesday evening.
of two dollarscash,

um

first

is
ar-

ranged with him in the near future, of
which due notice will be given.

premium

and a second premi-

of one dollar will be paid to the win-

ners.

a remark that

it
is

people

in

the paper." This

is

rudiments of

vocal music.

reader and see that you get your mail dur-

people is news worth publishing.

of interest to

a number

of

nearest to guessing Blaine’s plurality in

was 2,575

figure

within 204 of the actual
___ ___

being

plurality.

y

The

following

Is

the vote as given the

differentcandidates by Ottawa

county: '

Presidential candidates.— Blaine’s elec-

to October 81 were $1,267,370, a decrease

The

official canvass on

this district is
in the

III.

laiTis of

pluralities

Jos. Fitter,

four counties are as follows: Kent,

of Milwaukee,was

Gerald,

naromi

Iittaca,

Louie*

035. Comstock’s

plurality, 357.

4 BOS

have Just received a lull lino of

FALL

of

son’s operations.

measured by

then

a

barn belonging to

Horace B.

DELAINES.

CASHMERES,

Begole,

FLANNELS.
HOODS.
HOSIEYY.

the penalty of the law as well as the untrial

will take place

at

For Congressman.— John
rep. 3,714; C. C.

Wm.

C.

FitzGerald

Comstock, fus.

C. Edsell, pro. 183; Fitzgerald’s. plu-

The

political contest

being ended, and

John W. Moon, rep.

3,684; Robert E. Bunker, fus. 3,063; Chester Danforth, pro. 223;

Moon’s plurality

using

his

usual space,

permission, try and

fill

I will,

a

little

with your
corner in

your "valuableand indispensable paper.”

5ray Woolen

Mot;,

German Wool

Yarn.

Our stock.of Ladles' Genta’ and Children’*

1ST

D E R

W

E

A JRj

cannot be beat in thl* city.

There, won’t that quotation pay for

some

We

have In stock constantly

FRESH GROCERIES
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.

021.
Representative— First District.— Gerrit

past neglect?. ...Like the

whole country

our crops have been exceptionallygood,

Examine our prices and goods before purchasing
elsewhere.

stoves as well as a full lino of cooking J. Diekema, rep. 1,877; Reinder E. Werkstove*, Cutlery, Iron, Glass, and in fact man, fus. 1,615; Thomas J. Boggs, pro. except corn, which was badly Injured by
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
cut worms in the Spring. What they
all kinds of general hardware.They are
EXCHANGE.
39; Diekema’s plurality 262.
left, however, is first-class.Potatoes were
selling a large number of stoves this fall
Representative—Second District.—Isaac
C. KTEKETKE & BUS.
Holland. Oct. 2,
3t>-ly
and are prepared to give bottom figures on M. Furgusou, rep. 1,635; George F. Rich never as good, and the quality as good as
the
best.
.
.We
have
without
exception
I
all their wares.
ardson, fus. 1,645; Geurge W. Merrick,
believe as good teachers iu our schools in
A telegram from Warren, Ohio, tells pro. 144; Richardson’splurality10.
this town, as any town in the county hnd
how an editor was mobbed, and his Judge Probate.—Charles E. Soule, rep. the schools are very prosperous.We look
8,582. Robert W. Duncan, fus. 3,164;
clothes were tom, his person daubed with
for grand results. However hard the
-dealer InGeorge Laubach, pro. 205 ; Soule’s plurali- times, the schools are always provided for
Ink, and the type in his office mixed into
ty 418.
liberally ..... Tbe new brick bouse of Mr.
pi ny the vandals. There is. only one
For
Sheriff.— Arie Woltman, rep. 3,595; Jas. Larsen is nearing completionand will
thing that throws discredit on the whole
be a most comfortable residence for Us
Joos Verplanke, fus. 3,172; Marshall B.
thing, and that is the statement that seven
owner, as well a« an ornament to tbe
Mills, pro. 186; Woltman’s plurality 428.
neighborhood. . .James Wright, a young
dollars In money was stolen from the ediFar County Clerk.— George D.. Turner, man about twenty-two,is quite low with
' tor’s pocket. Where did he get the money?
a very peculiar kind of disease. A few Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
The story Utdae.^ , / ,
\ rep. 8,736; Charles W. Ingraham,fus. years ago he was taken lame in one of his
2,972; David Coleman, jr., pro. 214; Turknees, which gradually grew worse till he
Ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,
Last Battlrdaymorning the trial o(\ ner’s plurality 764.
could get around only with great difficul^-^Marinus Traas and Jacob Kulte, the two
Register of Deeds.— William F. Kelly* ty. Last winter it began t« get better and
boys who were arrested for defacing some ep. 8,304; Jacob Baar, fus. 8,890; John H. soon it scarcely troubled Mm. But at tbe
same lime* be begun ti* coujli tnd grew
of the buildings of this city with red paint,
Jewelry and Clocks.
aulord, pro. 173; Kelly’s plurality 4.
wenk and gradually became t-muc ated 1
occurcd belure Justice Post. The people
County Treasurer.—Gerrit Van Scbel- now he scemi to bn near his end. During
were represented by G. J. Dlekema and
rep. 3,214; Rense A. Hyma, fus. 3,536; all this time, until quite recently, he has
I also keep on band a full line of
the respondents by John Roost. - The testbomaa Wilde, pro. 194; Hyma’s plurality felt no pain and h>«s never expectorated
m<>re than when well. 1 he heal medical
imony of the witnesses was not sufficient

1884.

.

H. WYKHUYSEN,

.

h

\

1

i

of

guilty 'snd

consequently the boys were

discharged. Marshal Vanpell, who msde
the arrest, done so after carefully examin-

ProsecutingAttorney.—George W.

Me

.

ing the Inain witnesses, from

whom

be

gathered the following facts: On the day

'

previous to the painliDl> * hoy bought a

pound of red paint and handed it to
who mixed it, and this bey
handed it to the two/boya who were

Another boy

charged with the painting. Further than
this nothing could he learned and the

Spectacles!

any relief. About
two years ago his mother died with apoBride, rep. 8,738; Stephen L. Lowing plexy and hiit father ia now quite unwell
and in atraiteoed circumstances,which
My stock of
fus. 2,922; McBride's plurality 816.
makes theirs a case entitled to much
Circuit Court Commissioner.— Walter I.
sympathy.
. .There is great bitterness in
illle, rep. 8,784; Arond Viischw^jap. the hearts of our republican friends
U unsurpassedin this city.
.741; Roswell Lillie, fus. 8,009; William against the prohibitionIsU for tbe part
N. Angel, fus. 2.962. Albert V. Peck, they have taken in the struggle just closed
It w|ll be as well for both the old panics
Particular attentionia called to the fact
Republican for aurveyor, had no oppo- to take notice that the enemies of the that all my good* are flrst-claaa tod are
nent He recoived 8,678 votes.
liquor traffic are in deep earnest and full told at low prices.
Coroners.—Curtis W. Gray, rap. 8,712; ot determinationto flgbt tbe monster, to
Oscar E. Yates, rep. 8,705; PhilanderPal- the bitter end and whichever party will Goaia in amd ••• aiy Stock. JWi
show by its officialaction that Itia in
mer, (ua. 8,052; Henry Cromer, fni. 8,048; sympathy with the preblblUonifU may
skill baa failed to give

to warrant the jury in renderinga verdict

marshal thought that it wai auffleient to George Osborne, pro. 168.
Ingift;did

csitCovti,

cf

m

^

W CD
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CD
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W CD
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count upon their auppert. But promises
toClr- will not avail In the future. The Republicans can abew In the

Ym,7A; H*. 4W. Auuad

SILVERWA.BE

4
*<

®
5

your associate editor, tbe city clerk, not

State Senator.—

The firm of R. Kanters & Sens have a
new and large advertisementin this issue
of the News. This firm has a very large
assortment of coal and wood heating

ui

3,075;

rality, 639.

this term of tbe'Circuit Court.

Whitt

J

Lakctown,

P

COMFORTERS. (Sj

dents as being allied one to the other, or

that the one is the outgrowth of the other.
understand that parties have been fusion 3,059; David Preston,pro. 253; AlThese
grave suspicions and the two Inciviolating the law by fishing with unlawful ger’s plurality596. The average plurality
dents
have stirred up that community to
nets in Macatawa Bay this fall. If this is on the balance of the Republican State
a considerable 'degree.
so, those individuals should be complained ticket was about 050.

^CfQ

WOOLEN GOODS,

For Governor: Rusnell

W.

CD

GINGHAMS.

At-

We

against and they„be given the benefit (?) of

WINTER GOODS

3
O
O

0

CALICOES.

able and general good-fornothing. Since

A. Alger, rep. 3,055; Josiah

CD

which was in Kent County.

50

and Cleveland as
Jonathan W. Flander’s vote,

1

such as

—1,040

CD

Mo*

The Edsell (Prohibition)!vote was 2,028,

votes in the county;

State officers.—

whose

Special

STEKETEE

C.

received 2,390 votes in the county. St. wood has been burned to the ground with
city this week. Mr. Fixter says that he
John received 231 votes in the county, its entire contentsand the loss is $1,500
will run his stave factory as long as the
about 50 of which' came from the anti- with no insurance. The fire is the work
weather will permit and will then com
of on incendiary and some of the residents
Secret society party>
mcnce the purchase of bolts for next seaof that localitylook upon these two inci

fortunates

men

e+

looking after bis business interests in this

J

Dr.

Congressman in

completed.The

_

Mr.

K

GROCERS SELL THEM*
MIPAR3D SV THS
Price Baking Powder Co.,
Chicago,

ATBlendon recentlyPete Snyder was
ahead In the county. As measured by given a coat of tar and feathers by bis
Moses W. Field’s vole Butler received 659 neighbors who consideredhim a dishonor-

Dwight Cutler ran

P-

YEASTG1S

ers, 3,708; fusion electors,8,015; Blaine’s
lurnlity, 093.

CD

Ui Yr
h*

Allegan, FitzGerald,540; Ottawa, Fitz-

Jake Van der Meer has evidently
won a box of “Peasink'sBest” cigars by
having been the person who came the

gj
gD

The gross earnings of the Chicago &
Tha best dry hop yeast In tha world. Breed
West Michigan R’y. for October, 1884, raised by this yesst is light, white and wholewere |126,099;for October 1883, $142,: lome ilka our qrendmother'i dellcloui breed.

Comstock, 1,284; Ionia, Comstock, 257;

ing those hours.

(D

*

be

Whatever is

His

should attend the lessons and see how

period last year.

o’clock in the alternoon. Remember this

N^CD §

8T. LOUIS.

m

fine progress in their Do, Me, Sol,

Fa, studies. Prof. Shepherd conducts the

their children are taught the

•

Hop

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

children of our Pfcftlic Schools arc

often made to newspaper
of $50,435 os compared with the same
who know things of inter-

open on Thanks- est to the public, but bave an idea that the
giving Day from nine until eleven o’clock informationis either unimportant for that
in the morning and from one until five they may be accused of peddling out news.

this state.

The
making

Dims

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

byi tb&pe
thjmeople there.

134'. The .grass earnings from January 1

“Don’t put
men by

The Post Office will

December 1, 2, and 3,
at which time officers will be elected for
the ensuing year. Members attending
will be entertained

dtllclous
sad astaraltaTar kaowa.aad

For Light, HeMthy Bread, The Best Dry
Yeast In the World.

lessons every Thursday morning. Parents

copal Church will be held at the residence
of Mr. F. G. Churchill

West Michi-

gan Fruit Growers' Associationwill bo

let-

picking up and several enterprises are
Epis-

the

st rorfsst,most

Dr. Price's Lupulln Yeast

held at Fennville,

of court.

Grace

Verb eke, P. M.

The annual meeting oT

Joseph to Berrien Springs.

ting politics alone. Result— business is
next church social of

Wm.

SiecialFlamgEilracls,

Dr. Price’s
Th*

rumored that the Chicago and
St.

CO.,

MAKXM OV

pro-

West Michigan Railway will extend the
road from

PRICE BAKING POWDER

Miss Masiali Davis, J. H. Hilbink, E. A.

city

the “Church

has deferred their opinion until next term

The

office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 20, 1884:

Co.
It is

The

THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.

List of letters remaining in the post-

of Michigan shew

hibitionistspoled 18,103 votes.

o’clock Saturdaymorning.
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CLEVELAND.

<

40,688.
85^900 ....... He was engaged in congenialand profitable
85,683 work, which had been interruptedby the cam40,896
55,042
32,000 paign, and tbe deep regret that be would feel at
20,456
16,500
...... a Democratic triumph would be altogether for
Nebraska
his party and his country, not for himself. “I
1,380
Nevada .........
New Hampshire.... 4, CM
4,010 ...... I lived too near the Presidency in 1881," Mr.
2,010
4,405 Blaine added, after a long pause, “and have too
New Jersey .........
New York .......... atiwii
1,106 keen a sense of Its burdens. Its embarrassments,
North Carolina.....
8,320
25,500 and its perils, to be unduly anxious for the
office.” When asked how he accountedfor the
Ohio ................34,277
81,802
2,000
closeness of the result in New York, Mr.
Oregon ...... ......
.671,
Blaine said: “Well, consideringthe loss by
Pennsylvania. ...... 87,276
80,520
the bolt of tbe IndependentRepublicans
6,000
Rhode Island. ..... . 7,416
64,241
62,000 and the far greater loss from the action of tho
South Carolina .....
20,5 1<
16,000 RepublicanProhibit oniats,the wonder isat first
Tennessee ..........
Texas. ..............
98,383
107,000 sight that the Democrats did not carry the State
by as large a majorityas they confidently ex22,100
Vermont...;....... ; 26,999
Virginia ...... .....
8,000 pected they would. This resultjvas prevented
43,056
4.000 by the great accessions to the Republicanranks
West Virginia ......
11,148
of Irish and Irish-Americanvoters and workWisconsin .......... 29,763
12,000
ingmen of all classes who su'tainod me because
Total .......... 537,001529,983385,044484,966 of my advocacy of a protective tariff. They bePluralities......... 7,018
99,926 lieve,and; l>elievc wisely, that free trade would
reduce their wages."
“Yon really think, then, that you got a considerable Irish vote in New York '"
h,I bad thousands upon thousands,”re1 Mr. Blaine, "and should have had many
InterviewWith Gov. Cleveland— His more bnt for the intolerantand utterly ini.

The Great Presidential Contest
of 1884 Bron^ht to

an End.

....

to New York State, and the remaining position*,
be distributedaround. McDonald. 'Bayard.
Thurman, and McClellanare all talked of, and
are prominentcandidates. If the J'ostofflce
goek tp the Sooth, Regan, of Texas, may get it,

unless the fact that be was In Jeff Daris* Cabinet raises too great a howl among tbe bloodyshirt wavers. As stated above, the matter is aa
yet entirely one of speculationand guesswork,
and will' remain so for some time.
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Later Returns of the Election
Held on the 4th of November.

.

The

Official

Count

Shows ,a

New York

In

Plurality for

Cleveland.

;

fel

%:
JVK:

Hr. Blaine Discnssee the Causes of
His Defeat— Cot. Cleveland

Interviewed.

THE WINNER.

THE VOTE OF NEW YORK.

An

Attitude Toward Civil-ServiceReform.

Cleveland’* Plurality, About 1,100.

Edmund Hudson, editor of the Washington
The official coant of the election returns in the
State of New York was practicallycompleted on Capital, has had an interviewat Albany with
Saturday;Nov. 15. All the Assemblydlatricta Gov. Cleveland. In referenceto civil-service
in the city of New York were canvassed,and reform Mr. Hudson says: "I remarked to the
very little chanKe was made from the. results Governor that his election had been followed
first reported. The losses and galns.balanoed by something like ft panto among the minor
each other to a great extent,and Cleveland's employes of the Government at Washington,
plnrallty in the State was shown to be a little who arc supposed to hold their places in accordover 1,100. This decides the great Presidential ance with the new civil-serviceregulations, and
coutest of 1884. Grover Cleveland,having re- inquired of him whether it might not be
ceived 219 electoral votes, as against 182 for worth while for him to Indicate in some way If
James G. Blaine, will be the next President of that were his purpose; that the spirit of tbe
the United States. The lollowingtable shows civil-servicewould bo adhered to after the 4th
the official vote of New York State by counties, of March. To this the Governor briskly replied:
" ‘I think I have said enough on that subject.
as returnedby the canvassingboards :
It is In my letter. It is in the platform. There
is no use trying to beat brains into people's
heads Let them attend to their boslnesa— let
them attend to their business.'
Counties.
“He repeated the words in a very decidedmanner and with a gesture of the head that indicated
more than the tone in which ho spoke.”
Mr. Hudson's impressions of the President983
312 elect are thus given:
Albany .............. 17,698 18,545
“In conversationtho Governor speaks with a
736 1,180
Allegany ............ 6,668 3,886
144
458 good deal of animation,and the strongestimBroome ••••••»•••••• 7,182 6,780
930 pression one gets from him is of great firmness
372
Cattaraugus ......... 7,463 6,063
591 and force in adhering to a course once It is
Cayuga ............ 9,206 6,041 421
431
540 adopted. One would say, ' Here is a man sureChautauqua ......... 10,670 5,861
185 ly who can not be driven, but who will do the
Chemung ........... 6,198 4,719 .613
506 driving himself whenever it be necessary.'
5,462 4,410
334
Chenango .........
35 One might ask.a good deal of such a man, bat
19
CRnton .............. 5,973 5,151
168 to demand I should think would be a losing
36
Colombia. ........... 6,424 5,854
4,042
112
375 business.
Cortland.
2,774
“It is a pleasure to write these words, know437
112
Delaware ............ 6,934 4,956
498 ing that they will reach the eyo of many who
98
Dutchess ............ 9,701 8,677
260
725 have been saying and believingthat Grover
Erie ................. 26,249 24,769
61
65 Cleveland is a weak man, and that he won’t
Essex ............... 4,551 2,776
70 know how to withstandthe pressurethat inevi67
Franklin ............ 4,638 2,948
38
227 tably bears upon the freshly chosen occnpant of
Fulton ............... 4,617 3,524
386 the White House. There is strength and de41
Genesee ............. 4,631 3,643
cision in his utteranceswhich would seem to
4,167
4,152
567
3
21 say that if any man wanted to have a row with
624
Hamilton ...........
56
327 Cleveland, ho could be accommodatedImmediHerkimer ........... 6,138 5.328
33
636 ately, and would not be asked to postpone the
Jefferson ............ 9,029 7,075
Kings ............... 53,612 69,288 2,442 1,426 ceremoniesuntil another day. His manner is
14
114 thac of a business man who condncts large
Lewis ................ 3,854 3,778
375 affairswithout pretension, without circumlocu6,191
4,039
118
Livingston ......
529 tion, without unnecessary talk or labor, but
86
Madison. ............ 6,608 4,864
Monroe .............. 18,323 13,249
603 1,209 with care and judgment.”
A Washingtonspecial to tbe Chicago Times
134
48
Montgomery ........ 6,505 5,418
New York ........... 90,093]133,157 3,422 1,291 says: “A Southern member of the Democratic
5,875 6,193
69
500 NationalCommittee says that in the course of a
13,790 13,820
189
891 conversationGov. Cleveland said to him: 'If
601 there is any one matter to which I have given
Onondaga. .......... 16.892 13,165
99
233 my fullestattention, it is to reform and efficien127
Ontario ............. 6.382 5,643
647 cy in the civil service.When I came to Albany
Orange. ............. 9,968 9,841
175
669 as Governor,I found nearly all the departments
3,997
2,908
68
Orleans. ..........
560 fall of clerks whose political predilections
265
Oswego ............. 9,976 7,434
State officials who
84
432 were Republican.
Otsego ..... * ........ 6,871 7,307
.

..

.

..

The

Putnam ............. 2,103 1,526
Queens .............. 8,445 10,867
Rensselaer .......... 13,759
Richmond ........... 3,164
Rockland ............ 2,593
Bt. Lawrence ....... 13,441
8,190
Saratoga ..........
Schenectady....... 7. 3,260
Sghobarie ........... 8,472
Schuyler ............ 2,616
Seneca ............... 3,309
Steuben ............. 10,047
Suffolk .............. 6,87(
Sullivan ............. 3,332
Tioga ................ 4,367
Tompkins ........... 4,420
Ulster ............... 9,929
Warm .............. 3,571
Washington ......... 7,337
Wayne .............. 6,841
Westchester ......... 11,286
Wyoming ............ 4,441
Yates ................ 3,191

4
270
686
75
28
20
92
41
* 37

..

13,414
5,135
3,697
6,035
6.846
2,977
5,339
2,089
8,627
9,060
6,429
3,607

.....
Blaine

.....
Batler

111

59
587
5b

232

S.37E

20i

3,992
9,870

261

2,79'

17t

4,222
4,730

46f

151

115

89
201
416
St. 90
123
311
425
106
173
154
119
904
457
183
401
373
429
123
255
433
437
483
200
John...

came into office with me called upon
me shortly after my accession,and asked
what were my views in relation to removals from public service for political reasons. One gentleman, whose departmentis

perhaps the most important at the office, said:
‘Mv office is full of extreme Republicans,appointed by Gov. Cornell. Now, what am I to
do V’ I replied,"said Gov. Cleveland: “ ‘You are
responsibleto the people for the good administration of yonr office. Your confidential subordinatea should bo selected with great care, and
those you doubtless will appointfrom yonr personal friends.There can bo no objection to
your making inquiry respectingtho qualifications. zeal, and ability of your officialforce. If
a clerk is faithfuland competent he should be
retained, no matter what bis politicalpredilections

may be. Daring my term I have dis-

charged no employe from the Executive Departmenttor political reasons,and many of
25J
12,521
Gov. Cornell’s personal following are still in the
53
3,189
service of the State. If lam elected President,1,918
430
said Gov. Cleveland, with emphasis, "the clerks
Totals ...........561,999563,105 16.902 25.171 in the great departments at Washington who
are fit for their positionswill remain in office.
Plurality lor Cleveland. ....... 1,108
Ability and zeal in the service will be the measure of usefulness.The rules of the civil service
commissionwill govern all minor appointments."
THE ELECTORAL VOTE.
An Albany special to the Chicago Times says:
Tbe fact that Cleveland had been elected has
Cleveland, 810— Blaine, 182.
been so thoroughlyestablishedin men’s minds
The following table shows the electoralvote here lor tbe last three days that when the final
by States in 1880 and 1884.
annonneemeut came it caused little excitement.
At the State-HouseGov. Clevelandhas been atng to his business as nsnal, to ail appeari the least interested of all around him ill
i
---- esnlt, btft Col. LamontwhlsSecretary, has
STATES.
been constantlyin receipt of telegrams an'

1
I
1 I 1 5

Alabama ..........................

10
10
Arkansas ..........................
G
T
California .........................1 5
8
Colorado ............. . ............ 3
. 3
Connecticnt ....................... 6
6
Delaware ..........................
3
3
Florida ............................
4
4
Georgia ........................... 11
12
Hlinols..
21
22
Indiana ..............
15 :::
15
Iowa ..............................
11
13
Kansas ..... ...................... 5
9
Kentucky ......................... ia
13
Louisiana .........................
8
8
Maine .............................7
"6
Maryland ........................
8
8
Massachusetts....................13
14
Michigan ..........................
11
13 ...
Minnesota ........................ 6
7
8
15
16
Nebraska. ......................... 3
5
Nevada ............................
3 3 . ..
New Hampshire ................... 5
4
New Jersey .......................
9
9
New Wk. ........................35
36
North Carolina ..................
10
Ohio. ..............................
22
23
Oregon ............................3
3
Pennsylvania.....................29
30
Rhode Island.... ................ 4
4
0
7
12
12
Texas ............................
i
13
Vermont ..........................5
4
Virginia ..........................
11
12
We»t Virginia ................. "i!
5
6
•Wisconsin ........................io
ii
.

Total ........................ 214 155 182 219
..

Cleveland’s majority. 37.

THE POPULAR VOTE.
Cleveland Seems to Have a Plurality
About 100,000.
We present below a table of the popular pluralities for Presidentin the various States, In
1880 and 1884. In many of the States the exact
pluralities for this year are given, while In
others close estimates are made on partial returns. Complete returns will not vary greatly
from these figures:

States.

f
Alabama ......
Arkansas......
Calitornla..:...
Colorado ......

Connecticut...
......

.......
........
Indiana. .......
Jowa ..........

Muols

34,509
40,000
18,828
21,416
78 13 000
2,803
4,000
2,656
1,322
1,033
4,276
4,310
4,160
49,874
42,000
40.716
25,109
6,636

MUM

78,' >69

ei,?di
63,346
Kansas-*.
48.449
hentucKy. ..«•••••••
50,000

Louisiana .........
Maine. .............

27,318

17,872
20,260

8,868

io,m

15,191

JbSss

iss

2UJJ
6,000

proper remark of Dr. Burchard, which was
quoted everywhere to my prejudice, and in
many places attributed to myself, though It was
in the highest degree distateful and offensive
to me. Bnt a Me, yon know, travels very fast,
and there was not time before election to overtake and correct that one, and so I suffered for
it."

Mr. Blalue was then asked if he thought the
Irish- American vote was organized at all, or had
competent leaoers.
“Yes," he said, "I was deeply impreised by
the abiUty, the earnestness,and sincerityof
those whom I met. There, for Instance, is
Patrick Ford, of the Irish World, He Is a
man of tho most unselfishdevotion to any
cause he espouses, possessinga great faculty
for organization, with marked ability and untiring energy. Gen. Kerwin, of tbe Tablet,
has Jn a large degree the same characteristics,
and is a far-sighted and able man, with a fine
record as a Union soldier.Others were very
powerful on the stump and did royal service.
These men, with others whom I did not personally meet, have made a break in the Irish
Democratic vote— one that I believe will widen
and increase in the future as tho full significance of tho attitude of the Democratic party
on the tariff questionbecomes understood and
appreciated. Our Irish and Insh-American
citizens will in time get tired of voti^r in accordance with the wishes of the English freetraders."
I said to Mr. Blaine that the Irish in Boston
thought he understood the character of their
people better than any other Republicanleader.
Mr. Blaine replied that it would be egotistic for
him to assume that, but said that perhaps
there was a strong leaningot the Irish element
toward him, becanse ot the fact that on his
mother’sside he was of Irish descent.In Pennsylvania, his native State, he had received an
enormous vote, some counties hitherto strongly
Democratic having been completelyreversed in
their popularmajoritiesby the change of the
Irish in his favor. This, however, was, of
course, due in part to the fact that he stood so
distinctively as the representative of protection
to American industries, an idea which prevails

with more force in Pennsylvania than In any
other State.
“But." said I "did yon not lose correspondingly in the German vote?"
“Not at all," replied Mr. Blaine. "All tnrough

tho West the Germans snpuorted me nobly.
How else could I have carried Chicago by 9,000.
Cincinnati by 5,000, and Cleveland by 6,000?
Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois,and Iowa have the
largest German population in the West, and I
carried them by
. splendid majorities. Such
able and Influential editors as Markfreit in Cincinnati. Kauffman in Cleveland, Prctoriusin St. Lonls, and many others,
brought great strengthto the Republicancause.
There was immense effort made to prejudice the Germans against me, bnt It failed.
They are a wonderfullycool-headedpeople, inflexibly honest in their conclusions, and just in
their judgments, and I have abundantreason
to thank them for their liberal support. I shall
not forget it At different points in the West I
found German and Irish clubs cordially uniting
inpublic demonstrations."
The correspondentthen brought the conversation back to New York, asking Mr. Blaine if
hethonghtthe Prohibitionists were honest in
their supportof St John.
"I have never daring the campaign," replied
Mr. Blaine, “reflected upon the motives of any
man, and I shall not do so- I content myself
with saying that I think tbe Prohibitionists were
misled, and that they did not correctly measure
the possible result of their course. I received
from many of them the assurancethat my candidacy made their action difficultbecause they
really wanted to vote for me, bnt they seemed
to )>e under the strange delusionthat the temperance cause could best be promoted by sup-

.

.

porting their own Presidential ticket, and by
their course they influenced orejadlclally the
national issues which were really at stake.
"You attribute the close vote in New York,
then, solely to the action of the Independents
and Prohibitionists?"
“No, not solely," replied Mr. Blaine. "According to nnmerons advices I have received
from Central and Western New York, it would
seem that the rainy day lessened the Republican

THE
What

SPOILS.

Wisconsin.

a Republican CorrespondentSays of
Cleveland's Policy.

and Mml-offisial return* from forty*ix out of sixty- six counties in Wisconsin,says
Official

A Washington correspondcnUof the Chicago
Inter Ocean, stalwart Republican,telegraph!
Many of those Democrats who have
been hungering and thirsting for tbe Federal
flesh-pots for so many years have already in a
figurative sense taken np the line of march for
the national capital. It will save the over-

as follows :

anxious ones considerablelabor and
worriment to be informed that Governor Cleveland has positively Instructedhis secretariesat
Albany to destroy, without showing to him, all
letters applying for office. The score or more
of applicants for Cabinet positions will please
take notice."

The following reply to an inquiry sent to
George William Curtis by a Government employe at Washington has been made pnbUc:
West New BmaHTON, New York, Nov. 14.
Deab.8ib: I have yonr letter ot the 12th.
There is no donbt that Mr. Clevelandwill encounter a tremendous demand for a clean sweep,
bnt I think that, while changes will be, and
ought to be, made for perfectly legitimate reasons. he will respect the letter and spirit of the
reform law, and that non-political officers who
have been honest and effectivein discharge of their duty, and who have not misused their positions for party or politicalends,
will not be arbitrarily dismissed for political
reasons. I have no anthority to speak for Mr.
Cleveland. My fail h is founded npon the sole
knowledgeof his character and convictions.
Truly years. Geoboe William Cubtip.

PRESS COMMENTS.
Southern Newspaper Opinion.

tot Hancock four years ago. This does not inolnde Milwaukee Countr, where there Is

a net

Democratic gain' of over

2,100.

At the tame ratio the Democratic gain win. reduce the Republican plurality from 29,700 cast
for Garfield to about ujwior Blaine. The returns on the head of tbe State ticket from the
same counties show heavy gains for Rnsk over
his vote of three yean ago.’ In the same connties Rusk’s gain 'is 12,812 and Fratt's 3,652. or a
net tain for the former ofD,I60. The ratio indicates that Rusk's plurality Wfll be about 19,000
or 20,000.,

California, y,
The

official

county returns Of- California are
slowly, says a San Francisco

oomtag In
dispatch.The

changes, few and unimportantover those reported,which
give Blaine a plurality ."pf, About 10,600.

'

Corrected returns from the counties composing
the First CongressionalDistrict give Henley
(Democrat)69 majority.! The Republicansconcede his majority, but will Insist on a recount. y
Henley will be the sole representativeIn
gross of the Democracy- on the entire Pacific '

Con- /

coast.

*

'

Indiana. .1.',
The footings of the figures for Governor, Seorotary, and Treasurer (one county estimated),
are .as follows: For Governor,-. Gray 246,185,
Calkins 237,748; Gray's nluralltv7,387. For.
Secretary, Myers 274, !(*>,'Mitchell 268,033', Myers’
plnraUtyfl,o77.For TroMproi'.Cooper 245,868,
Shlel 236,961: Cooper s junralitv9,907. Auditor
Rice's pluralityover BfuOe Carr is placed at
7,345. It is possible Ihafc some errors occurred
in the tabaiation, which may slightly change

By the election of Cleveland“we are put upon
our good behavior," says the .4 ppm/, of Memphis. “We must demonstrateonr loyalty to the
Governmentand prove thatweare'notfools who the foregoing
attempt to tarn back the course of time and
events, or to change the nnaltefable past."
Washington • Territory.
"The generationthat has grown up since the
war knows little about the slavery quarrel," says
A dispatch. horn Beattie, W. T.,- says: The
the Virginian (Lynchburg), “and, castingill election is still douhUuUa.this.Territory. The
chancesfavor Voorhces,Democrat, Delegateto
those bitter memories behind them, will go fiWward in the paths of union and fraternitytoward Congress. The oniyifesSe between the two parthe achievement of national greatness, irrespect- ties was that o(. tho railroads. The Democrats
ive of sectional or State lines."
and disaffected Republicans demanded a for"Cleveland'selection will dissolvethe soUd feitureof land-grantswhich lapsed over seven
South, in all probability," says the Dispatch years ago. '1 hey have probably won their fight
(Richmond). Lift the pressure from without, Voorhees' estimatedmajority is about 300.
and Southern electors must divide on economic
questions."
tiptf'
"Tho negroeswill soon learn," says tho HerOfficialreturns from
n ihlrty--two counties in
ald (Vicksburg), "that their freedom and their Texas show tbe follovi
_
wihtf:
Cl
Teveland, 67,872;
rights as citizens rest on something more than
Blaine. 26,344; St. John,
tL'l.lBO;
1
t
Butler,
879; Belthe result of a Presidential election. Nothing
va Lock wood, .4. The same counties gave Hanbut the defeat of tho 'Republican'dynasty cock 44,173; Garfield, 18,740; Weaver, 7,613. The
wonld ever have convincedthem of th's."
above countiesshow nn increase of 30,699 votes
“It belittlesthe election of Gov. Cleveland." over the total Presidential vote Of 188». At this
says the Courier (Charleston), “to regard it as rate of increase tho Clevelandelectors will have
a Democratic party victory.Without the votes a plnrallty of abont WjMUn the State.
of Independents he could not have been elected. Their votes were cast for him because he
Michigan. L
had proved himself to be a faithful public serForty-threeof the eighty counties in Michivant, and one who would treat a public office as
gan report the officialcount Blaine’s plurali. public trust."
“The people of the South," says the DegitUr ties, 18,363; Fusion pluralities,6,370. The remaining countiesare evenly divided between
(Mobile), "have every reason to rejoice over the
the Fuslonists and the Republican. The pluralelection of Clevelandand Hendricks. Bnt they
ity
given In figures so far- •reported will t>e cut !
do not rejoice ns Southerners,but as Americans; not as citizens of Virginia.Georgia, or down to between 4.IXX)and 5,000. The Congress- I
Alabama, bnt as citizens of the United States. ional delegation stands seven Fusion to one '
~
The election of Clevelandintensifies the
national feeling at the South; it has done
Kansas.
more than anything else has done since the
Officialreturns from sixtv-two out of tbe
war to make us feci that wo are indeed part of a common country. All talk about eighty-two counties give Blaine 121, 400; Clevethe South captaring the capital is sheer non- land, 70,906; Batter, 11,408; St John, 3,354;
sense. It has assisted in captaring the capital Blaine's plnrallty, 50,494. Martin, Repnblican,
from the hands of the Republican party, but it for Governor, has a plnrallty in tbe counties
enumerated of 2H, 083, and the remainder of the
is not Indifferent to the fact that the bard fightBtate ticket 46,199. It Is-c^timated that the full
ing has been done by the Democratsand Independent Republicansof the North. The South, returns will give Blaine abont 00,000 plnrallty.

figures.

i

'

.

1

Republican.

of course, will share in the fruits of victory, but
it will make no exorbitantdemands, it will not
impede the work of reform by a clamor for

spoils. If it does

pointed."

we

shall be much disap-

____

The Northern Tress.
There

not going to be a politicalreaction In
the direction of Bonrbonlc theories,policies, and
practices,it is gratifying to observe that the
organs of opinionin the most Bonrbonlc j>art of
the country are now generally Inclined to accept
unalterablefacts, stop trying to make history,
and quit combatingthe inevitable.— CAicago
is

Times und. Dem).
No colored man need fear that his race is to
be i>ermanently injured by the success of any
politicalparty of this time. He Is free and his
labor is needed to developthe resourcesof the
South. The white people will find it vastly to
their own advantage to treat him with justice
and fairness.This very selfish reason, if no
other, will be sufficient to prevent any gross
injusticebeing done him for any length of

Missouri.
The

retnms of 108 of the 114 oonnties
In Missouri, includingSt Louis, give Cleveland
226,068; Blaine, 193.820; St John, 1.447; Cleveland's plnralltv, 35,242;Clevelands malority,
30,801 ; Marmaduke,210,218; Ford, 198,669;
Brooks, 9,871; Marmaduke’splurality, 12,749;
Marmaduke's majority, 2,878. McGrath, lor
Secretary of State, has 31,374 majority.
official

Tennessee.
William B. Bate, Democrat, has a majority for
Governor of 6,ooo in Tennessee. The Democratic Railroad Commisstoners were defeated,
but the Legislatureis Democratic by a reduced
majority. Cleveland’s plurality is abont 12,000.
Tbe Republicans elect three Congressmenont
of ten. a gain ot one.

“

Illinois

Following Is the official vote of Illinois: For
President—Blaine, 337,449; Cleveland, 312,320;
vote. The DemocraticmajoritiesUo in the time.— Philadelphia Times Und.).
Butler, 10,753; Bt. John. 11,824.Net plnrallty for
cities, where, by a few minutes'walk on a good
If the Democratic President and Congress Blaine,25,129. For Governor— Oglesby, Rep.,
pavement, a man reaches his polling-place. The give the country a fairlygood administration
334,454;Harrison, Dem , 319,436;Harper, GreenRepublican majorities are in the country, tbe Republicanpeople will receive their share of backer, 8,535; Hobbs, Prohibitionist,
10,536 ;»
where large numbers live three, fear, or even the general benefits.If it prove a bad adminisOglesby’s plurality, 16,018.
five miles from the polling-place, which on
tration the Democrats will have to suffer their
Gov. Cleveland, who wonld simply nod his head
election day had to be reached over mnddy
New Hampshire.
Icnce and go on with his routine work. roads and in a rain-storm. Had the day been portion of tho evils and will be turned out of
power neck and heels in 1888. We are all in the
b all aronnd him were anxious aod excited
The official returns received by the Secretary
fair, the Republican majoritiesIn the rural
same ship, and no patrioticcitizen will ever be
countiescould have been increased, one willing that any lasting harm shall come to the of State give the following result of the vote In
good Judge writes me, probably by 10,000, country,whichever party may be in power.— New Hampshire: Blaine, 43,166; Cleveland,
The Executive Chamber in the new Capitol but all agree by 3,000 to 5,000. The actual difChicago tribune (Hep.).
Hep.).
t Albany is a most commodiousand extremely
ference between the two parties in the final
The victors
determine to enjoy their
:tors may well
7
handsome room. It is richly furnished deco- count will probably not exceed a thousand—
* ' and with a firm detennlnaBd with life-size pictures of historic about one-twelfthof 1 per cent, of the total triumph modestly
zens of New York, and is one of vote, or one voter in every twelve hundred for tion that it shall insure to the happiness of the
nation and the regenerationof the Repnbllo
Pennsylvania.
sights of Albany were it not that
entire State. So, if the Democratshave rather than to the advantageof a political party.
Is Gov. Cleveland’s office. But now the
The official vote of all the counties in Pennreally carriedNew York by this small margin,
We heartily congratulate the Democrats on their sylvania gives Blaine a plurality of 80,520. The
that it is daily occupied by the President-elect
as the latest news indicates, yon can see how
success. Now that the official result Is known, Republicanswill have a majorityof 12 in the
of the United States, the first Executiveelected
easily a fair day might have reversed the reby the Democratsin twenty-four years, it is sult. But great political battles,like military any attempt to further unsettle the businessof Senate and. 81 in the Honse. The next Condoubly an object of interest. At a large desk at battles,are often lost or won by an apparently the county will be a crime. —Aeto York World gressionaldelegationis 20 Republicans ^nd 8
The contest is over, and Cleveland is elected
the northernend of the room sits Gov. CleveDemoorata.The Republicansgain 4. *
trivial incident or accident which no human President The result may be attributedto
land. His office hours are from 10 a. m. to 4 p. foresight can gnard against.”
arions causes. The treacheryof Republicans
m.. and so far during all the excitementof the
Massachusetts.
A special from Augusta says: “Mr. Blaine recampaign he has hardly missed a minute from his gards the official count in New York as practi- sufficientin numbers to turn the scale in New
desk. He is a man about five feet eleven inches cally settlingthe Presidential question. Mr. York, the surrender of the Prohibitionists to
the rum-leaders, the Delmonlcobanquet and the following result:Blaine, 143,416;Cleveland,
in height, weighing 260 pounds, compact and
Blaine, it is stated on authority,receiving this
For
muscular in bnild, and. to all appearances,both afternoona telegramfrom New York annonn- the impressionit conveyed, and the injudicious 119,241; Butler, 28,866; 8t. John. 10,
mentallyand physically strong. The pictures cing the completion of the official canvass in and unjustifiable utterance of a feeble man- Governor tbe vote stands: Robinson, 155,097;
each of these causes singly was enough to af- Endicott, 108,260; McCafferty, 28,552; Beelye,
of him shown during the campaignare, in the
that city, and Informing him that the plnrallty fect tho verdict which has been passed. The
8,241. ' Robinson's phxrallty is 46,837.
main, crrrect likenesses, hut thevfailio show
for Cleveland in that State would be 1,137. The most sensdlessand illogical opposition,and
tho ‘ expression of his eyes, which are clear,
same authoritystates that Blaine accepts the probably the most fatal,v/m the vote of the
, Dakota Territory.
bright, and fearless.He is always dressed in a
result very cheerfully, and has no re- Prohibitionists.They have no excuse to offer
bla<5kPrince Albert coat and black pantaloons,
The Legislatureof Dakota, according to the
grets growing out of his connection with for their action. They- knew the effect of their
and his sole neck gear is a black silk rfbbon. In
latest semi-officialrotnrns, will stand: Repubthe campaign. He feels that he made a good
manner he is extremely easy and cordial,in fight and gracefnlly bows to the verdict of the vote before casting it. It coaid by no possibility licans 68, Democrats 2, Independent Bepnbdcana
do anght bnt harm to tho Repnblican party.
no way arrogant or conceited, has not tho slightAmerican people. He believes the Republican The canse of prohibition is lost, and the temper- 1 Wheat-grading and anti-monopoly legislaest trace of what Is vulgarly known as tho "bigparty will prove true to its grand past and will ance cause is injured materially.The honest tion will oocnpythe attentionof both houses
head," and his every appearanceIs that
this winter.
in strength with coming years. He exmen of the Prohibition party have to thank the
of a successful business man at the increase
.that in 1888 it will again be called back fanatics for the wrong they have brought npon
head of a large establishment who has pects
Connecticut.
power. Mr. Blaine leaves for Washington them.— Boston Journal (Herr.).
much to do, bnt is yet calm and self-reliant, into
middle of next week, where he and his
The complete vote of Connecticut for Govunder tho consciousnessof being thoroughly tho
family will spend the winter. He has leased the
ernor wss: Waller (Dem.), 67,771: Harrison
indwell, Sargent house In Farragut Square,and will
CLEVELAND’S FIANCEE.
(Rep.),66,480; Palmer (Pro.), 2.000; Curtis (Peoain man,
shortly resume his work on the second volume
ple's), 1,418. Waller’s minority, 1,030. Cleve------ — — — --...undering
She
Is
a
Great
Favorite
in
Society.
Twenty Years in Congress.' Tho volume'
land’s plnrallty over Blaine is about 1,800.
one. He is entirely free from self-assumptions of
will be readv by Jnne next for publication."
Niagara Falls specialto the Chicago Inter
of any kind, and his manners are those once deNevada.
Ocean: The society gossipsof this place are
scribed as being "the best becauseyou noticed
at present much excited over the rumor that
no manners at all."
With three counties to hear from the LegislaCABINET-MAKING.
a young lady well known here, Miss Fol- ture will stand: Senate, 15 Republicansand 5
Day in and day out his office is orowded. Tbe
som, of Bnffalo, is engaged to the com- Democrats; Assembly,31 Repnbllcans and^W
door swings wide open, and all who please can
Much Gossip, but Little News.
ing President, Grover Cleveland,who Democrats.Repnblican majority on joint bal- \
enter. There is no guard at the entrance, no
Cabinet-making
for the President-elect
goes
her father’s former partner . in lot, 32. Blaine's majorityis about 1,00c.
flunkeys aronnd. Tho Governor is always demon at a lively rate. Benator Garland of Arkan- business. The yotmg lady is quite
ocratic,and as easy of access as a hungry lawyer
sas
is the latest aspirant for the Attorney a favorite in Bnffalo soda! circles,and- is said to
Delaware.
anxiously waiting for a fee. In and ont the
crowds come and go. Some of the visitorsare Generalship. Lamar's home organ announces be a most agreeable as well aa a very Intelligent
The officialvote of Delaware la as follows: ,
his friends come to see him, most of them that the Misslsrippl statesman neitherexpects and well-informedperson. Rnmor also has It
nor wants anything. In the meantime Cleve- that the wedding will occur before Mr. Clevestrangers anxious to look upon the next President. To all ot his acquaintanceshe hrs a land is attending to his Executive duties as land is inaugurated,his successin the recent were reported in Newcastle County only. The
usual, and maintaininghis characteristicsilence. political contest hasteningthat auspicious
greeting and a hand-shaking, and pleasant
temperance legislativevote was 1,549.
It is understood that he w ill resign the Goverwords for any strangerwho wishes to speak to
him. No introductionis thongbt necessary, norshipabout Jan. 1, when be will be succeeded
YermonL
LITTLE ONES.
and the differentstations in life of his visitors by the present Lieutenant Governor,David B.
Hill, also a Democrat
Authentic
returns
of the electoral vote of all
seem to make no -differencein the kind of greetA Washingtontelegram says: It is underMiscellaneous Political Notes.
hut three small towns in Vermont give Blaine a
ing given them by the Governor. A large part
of 22,100In an aggregatevote of 56,755.
of the visitors are women, and they wander stood that the friends of BenatorA. H. Garland
The Illinois Legislatureis»» tie on joint plnrallty
Garfield's plurality in 1880, in an aggregateof
around the room, look at the pictures, admire will push him for Attorney General in Cleve- ballot
land's Cabinet, his selectionto the posi63,276, was 26,910.
the furniture and fittings, and constantlyglance
Mb. Blaine win spend the winter in Washcnrionsly at tho quiet man working so in- tion to represent the South in the inMississippi.
coming Democratic administration.Garland is ington.
dustriously at his desk.
a moderate Democrat of marked ability, and
Pees id ent- elect Cleveland has never been
Following is the officialvote of Mississippi:
has won distinction in the Senate chamber. Tho so far West as Chicago.
Cleveland, 78,457;Blaine,42,774. Cleveland’s
matter is the chief topic of conversationhere,
THE LOSER.
majority,35,651 _
Mb.
Blaine
will
Immediately
resume
work
and ha* created a considerableflutter in politiNorth Carolina.
Mr. Blaine Discussesand Explains the cal circles. It also has a double significance, as upon his "Twenty Years in Congress,"
Pbemdent Abthub is credited with having
his retirement from the Senate would reouire the
Cleveland’s majorityIn North Carolina, with
Causes of His Defeat.:
next Legislatureto select two United States his weather eye on the New York Benatorship.
only two counties to hear from, is a little mors
The Boston Journal's special correspondent Senatorsinstead of one.
Cabinet-building will be the largest active than 25,000. v
.
at Augusta,Me., has had a long conversation Another Washington telegram: In regard to
industry of the oounjry for the next three
with James O. Blaine. The defeated candidate,
cat “
the formation of Cleveland'sCabinet there months.
who, by the way, appeared in the bestl of
ofhealth,
_
is, ot course, much gossip,but uo news. All
Returns from nearly the entire Etate show
. Senatob Bayard’s nara* is the one most fresaid that, whatever might bo tho final
al result of is conjecture, and no one '
quently mentioned in oonnectiofi with the Pre; that Blaine’s majorityin Oregon will he not far
the oonnt in New York, ho had had from tho land, and ho wofi't tell,
from
_
..
mlershlp.
first no other desire tium that a fair count to think that he has 3
should be made. Bo far as hp ,w»a personally
ThebE is strong talk of sending Roaooe fonkconcerned, he would be content with either "
wletory or defeat. Buoooss would not elate
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Homesickness.

Bifgect

Blnnden

(-

Bweet are the usee of odoentty, the pt Inter’i
copy said, but he set it up, sweet are the
uses of advertising. Sweet, indeed,to those
who in sicknessand sutlerlng have seen the
advertisement of some sovereign remedy.
which upon trial has brought them irotn
death’sdoor. ,4The best thing I ever saw In
my paper was the advertisementof Dr.
Pierce's ‘Golden Medical Discovery,’ "is again
and again the testimony of those who have
been healed by it of lung disease, bronchial
affections, tumors, ulcers, liver complaints,
and the ills to which flesh is heir.

A New York man

the gnawing at my
heart one evening, and for weeks and
months it came and came again. I
was standing in the front yard at my
boarding place, when suddenly a lump
arose in my throat and almost choked
me. I was looking in the directionof
my old home, and my gaze went over
the tree-tops oh the bluff beyond, and
wandered on into space, where I saw,
in imagination,the old fireside.Mother, dear old mother, was sitting there
at her accustomed place, knittingaway
as if her life depended on “turning the

and then I

course to the Bitters la a vise precaution.

felt

heel" of that stocking before sleeping.
Father was reading the village paper,
just as I had seen him do a hundred
times. My brothers and sisters were
all there as usual, and the cat dozed
and purred before the fire of crackling
branches, and the back-log of hissing
hot elm rolled from its place and scattered embers Jiere and there, as I had
seen it do over and over again. The
shouts of the children, the terror of
the cat, the hurry of mother to brush
the glowing coals from the old rag
carpet before^ they should add to the
number of unsightly holes already
bunied in it, the activityof father in
checking the progress of the back-log
with his heavy boot, the overturning
andirons, the choking smoke and all the
accompanyingexcitement and effort to
repair damages, were as I had seen
them often ; but I was not there to help,
and an unfathomable longing to go and
participate in the dear old scene came
upon me.
What would I not have given for the
poor privilege of burning my fingers in
a futile effort to set up the fire-dogs?
How I should have leaped and danced
for joy' even to have coughed from
breathing the smoke ! It would have
been only second to heaven to have had
mother bind up my blisteredfingers
and little sister to have put her chubby
hands upon them and hurt them in her
anxiety to find out whether I was shamming. But no; this picture was but a
mirage, and I must wait. One day a
letter came. It said another sister had
been born to me. How very strange I
felt. I had a sister I had never seen,
and when I talked about it at the table,
the other boarders laughed at mo and
said I was homesick. I cried each
night when I had gone to bed, and in
the morning my pillow was wet with
teats, and at table my roommate told
me how I had called for mother in my
sleep, and so I was laughing stock again.
The lady of the house was kind to me,
and often, when she had found me
weeping, had stroked my hair, so like
my mother had in years agone, I wept
afresh. At last came a day when I
was going home. The hours seemed
ages, and the minutes to elapse before the tiain would come were hours
of torturfc. At last, good-by was said
to my new friends, the bell was tapped
and I was on the way. The speed was
far too slow, and I almost felt that I
could go faster if I were afoot. When
at last the brakeman called the names
of stations that I knew, my heart beat
high with ever rising hope, and I was
in an ecstasy ,of joy. At last the
whistle sounded and the brakeman
called the station near my home. The
train, it seemed, would never stop. The
platform reached, I sprang off. What
change had come upon the world? The
buildingsI had thought so high two
vears before were very low; the boys I
knew were almost men; the girls were
in long dresses, and my little sweetheart was so tall and slender, shy and
blushing,I could hardly speak to her.
At home it was the same. Father and
mother were more gray, the children
larger, and I called the one I'd never
leen by the name I’d called the next
one older before I went away. The
cat was sleeping and inactive,and the
fire upon the hearth not half so bright.
Alas! a change had come, and home
was never home ng&m.— Exchange.

Women and
Neaify all women

different kinds of flowers. It is
verv interesting to note how differently
people regard flowers. Why, I can tell
almost the moment a woman enters
whether she is fond of them. Women
who love flowers always have sweet
faces, soft ways, and gentle dispositions. One of that kind rarely asks for
the fashionable flower because it is
fashionable.She loves flowers for their
ovfn sake, and consequently she is almost sure to call for her favorites,
whether in fashion or not. The woman
who cares for flowers simply because
they are fashionable, is generally one
of the cold, haughty, airy kind. She
will look around criticallv,seize some
flower and pull it out of a fcunch, sometimes breaking off a leaf or catching
one of its thorns in another rose, tearing the petals. That’s the difference
you see. The other lady handles them
with a gentle caressing touch almost as
if they were human.— Bos tom Traveller.

* * * Loss of power In either sex,
however induced, speedily, thoroughlyand
permanently cured. Address,with three
letter stamps for reply and book of particulars, World s Dispensary Medical Association,
tics Main street, fiutlalo,N. Y.

diNQur.AK that electric light companies
should te so largely composedof heavy men.

/

.

.

Pnlcn, HO'.1 Girard st., I'hila.,for information in regard to this remarkable treatment.
At

I had suffered from Catarrh for ten years;
the pain would bo so severe that 1 was
obligedto send for a doctor. I had entirely
lost sense of smell. Ely's

this?”
The difference, given a uniform heat,
must be caused bv varying atmospheric
pressures. The boiling point is lower
on the summit of a mountain than at
its base— that is, liquids boil therewith
less heat and evaporate more rapidly
while boiling, because the pressure of
the atmosphere there is less, or. as we
usually say, the air is lighter. Now
the pressure of the atmosphere is less
on a cloudy than on a bright day, as is
shown 1 y the falling barometer, but is
not always less at night. Usually in
our climate and latitude the barometer
has its highest average at about 9 h. m.
and 9 p. m. In continued fine weather
it often stands at the same height during the afternoon, and its fall, even during the last half of the night, is but
slight. Close observationof the boiling sap, therefore,with reference to
the barometer finctuations, would readily solve the mystery of its greater or
.less evaporation. — Inter Ocean.

TIMELY USE

OP

If you are a minister, and
have overtaxedyourselfwith your
pastoral duties, or a mother worn out w/th
care and work, or a man ot btulnass o. labor
weakened ‘by'tb
the stmln of yonr ereiyday duties
or a man of letters toiling over your midnight
work. Hop Bitters will moat surely sirengihen

~

BALSAM

ALLEN’S LUNG

the most Delicate!

CON
N8UMPTION

BEEN

By it* faithful use
HAS
hen othei
t Remodlea and PhyaJdana
have
ire failed to effect a cure.

CUKKDwL

If vou aro suffering from over-eating or
dri
inking, any indiscretion or dissipation,
or are vonng and growing too fast, as is
often the case,

Or if you are in the workshop, on the
’farm, at the desk, any where nnd fuel
‘that
your system needs dcaual ig,
of Allen’aLung
Dam6! ’riBEL^oOTura
’toning, or stimulating,without mthat"he^aud
be.
_ __________
HEB. Hee wriiea
writes ‘that
hD neighbors'
thlnkS
le beat medicine in the world.
’toxioating; if you are old,
Wm. 0. Dtoou. Merchantof Bowling Green, Va., ‘blood thin and Imoure, pulae
writes, April 4th, 1831, that he wants uh to know that
feeble,nerves nnsti ady. faculties
the Luna Balsam has Cured his Mother or Comwaning. Hop Bitters Is what you need to
sumption, after the physician had given henup aa
insurable. He eaya other* knowing her case have •give yon new life, health and vi,or."
taken Uie Balnnm and been curedHie th-nka all so
afflictedshould give it a
i*
If yon are costive or dyspeptic, or BufferDa. miuditm,Dentistof Cincinnati,waa thought
ing from any other of the numerous diseases of the stomach or bowels, It Is your
after the formula waa shown him. Wo have hia letter
own fault If yon remain 111. It
tiiat it at once cured hia cough rad that he was able
to reauineliispractice.
yon are wastingaway with any form
Wm. A. Gbaham & Uo.,Whole*ale Druggist*.Zanes- of Kidney disease, stop tempting death this
'.to ob
ville.Ohio, wr.to
na of the cure of Mathias Freeman, moment, and turn for a~cnro to Hop Bitters.
dtuen. who
with
.jonchitib in Us worst form for twelve yeart. The
If you are eiok with that terrible sick.Ung Balaam cured him, as it has many others, of
lOHOHITIS.
ness, Nervousness, you will find a “ Balm
in Gilead " in Hop Bitters.
Bi
Ills talesstotteiostielicatecliili!
—If you are a frequenter or s resident of
—a miasmatic district,barricade vour sya*
ItcontnOpioiiDaiyfori!
— tem against the scourge of all countries,
—Malaria, Epidemic, Bilious a id Int r^ Recommendedby Physicians. Minister
tent and
Nurten. In fact, by everybodywho has give
— mlttent Fevers, by the use of Hop Bitters.
yen it a
good trial. It Never Fail a to Brin* Hellef.
If vou have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, bad
Call for Alien's Lnng Balsam, and shun the use of
breath, Hop Bitter* will «lve you fair akin, rich
all remedies without merit and an establishedreputablood,
the sweetest breath
. and
idt
health.
$:>u 1 will
tion. Aa an Expectorant it haa no Equal !
unvuraeiM'waav uau,

vuMunani

tiioH ____
a

"

.'inUMniUN , •UU

trial.
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SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

r

PATFNTS
ft
kll I W

I

Hand-Book FREE

K. 8. A A. P. LACEY,
Patent AtPya,Washington, D. C.

I

PHONETIC SHORTHAND.

I

-

you observe."
l®“None genuine without a bunch of green
Hops on the white label. Slum all the vile, poisonous stuff with “Hop’’ or ’’Hops" In their name.

A

Address VALEnTINI'.BROS.. Jansaville, Wls.

or
to
V
M
or
These

OSGOODBY.

nM&Em.

Pub., Rochester,N.Y.

snre to please. Satin Sachets,
deliciously perfumed and finely
embroideredwith a name or mot-

TEN

ONE!

to

The West Offers Ten Chances for Success

where the East offers one. Maps, pamphlets,etc.,giving full informationabout these opportunities;
about
Lands, Farming, Stock-raising, Mining, Fruit-growing,
PfTA pint of the finest Ink for families Manufacturing,etc., in Kansas, Colorado,New Mexior schools can be made from a 10c. package co, Arizona,California and Old Mexico, SENT FREE
of Diamond Dyes. Try them. All druggists on application to C. B. SCHMIDT, Commissioner of
keep them. Wells, Richardson & Co., Bur- Immigration,A. T. & S F. R. R., Topeka, Kansas.
linglon, Vt. Sample card, 82 colors, and book
of directions for 2c. stamp.

DEDERICK’8 HAY- PRESSES.
the

customer

* CAVENAUGH,

Wayne, Du Pago

111.

Peraherea Heraee valued at .8, 000,000,

AND CHEAPEST.

75 PER

GENTOF ALL HORSEO

AGENTS

STUM WASHER.
.old. A new principle.Saving
Clothe*.

MISSOURI

Over 40.000
of
Labor, Mending and Health.Made of metal. Control
of territorygiven. Write for term, and circulars.
THE 10. STKiM WABIIK CO., til KtaU St., Chlcam.
THE 10. STEAM WASHER CO., MOl.Mala SL.St.LonU, Ik

used one-halfdozen bott’es she was about the
I

MASON

saw her at her

worst, and had no Idea she could recover.”

Important.
When you visit or leave New York City,

cost of one million dollars, redneed to !l and
npwardi per day. European plan. Elevator.
Restaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs.
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Families oan live better for lees money at the Grand
Union than at anv first-classhotel in tho city.

“Put up" at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will And flrstclass accommodations
at the low price of $2
and 52.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located In tho center of tho
city, only one block from the Union . Depot
Elevator; all appointments first-class.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.

MONEY ?
Wide awake Agenta
are making from tioo
to ftOO per month
selling the original

_ _
11

neighbor’s wife was attacked

house doing her own work.

100

STYLES

&

HAMLIN

ORGANS

•22

TO

•000.

enough for

Old

Prtekbon’iMagazine I* tha BEST AND CHEAPEST
of the lady’a-books.
It givtw more for tho money and
comblnoa greatermerit, than any other. In 1885 It
*11* *x> greatly Improved,though already it haa the

•ervloe,

-

-

COLTS

I 100

Two years old

and-

younger.
torngnlxtngti:o pHn*

BEST STEEL-ENGRAVINGS,
BEST COLORED FASHIONS,
_ ____
_ BEST DRESS-PATTERNS,
BEST ORIGINAL STORIES,
BEST WORK-TABLE PATTERNS,
BEST MUSIC, Etc., Etc.

Iple arcepii’il
•lllgrntbreed*
ver wellbredn*
laid to

ImportedStork at Oradi Price* when I cannot furniih
1th the animal sold pedigreeverified by tho orlclnal

DlijHMpMNtM

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.

100,000

Bociet* llinpidu*Irrehenmn* of Fianro, 18M, jmrchafed by M. W. Dunham and drawn from life by Rosa
••aksur, the moat famous of all animal painters.

No. 47—84.

C.N.U.

WHEN
WRITING TO ADVEKTU4KK8,
v please say you saw tlu» advertisement
lii this

paper.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!

Everybody who tends as directed gets a presentworth from 20 cents to $500.

i

HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL GREAT WORLD’S EX>
HIBITIONSFOR SEVENTEEN YEARS.
Only American Organs Awarded such at any.
For Cash, Easy Payments or Rented.

*n
•

For 50 Cents
and

Immediately Mud

a

Ion book
y to you

Be Given Away.

List of Presents to
82HWJM*

8. Government Bonds of |S00
i Greenbacksot $M0 .........
*“• ..........
8.
(JU. 8. Greenback*of 1100 ..........
- ...
I Nickel plated Columbia Bicycle ............1M
1 Grand Square Plano ........................ 800
1 Grand CabinetOrgan ....................... *00
1 Three seat Rockaway ....................... (00
1 Silver Dinner Service ....................... 100
5 Top Bugirio* ........
.......................
j.ooo
20 u. s. o^ba^of-jM^h:::;::::::::::: :£o

m-U.
U.

„

„

T

„

-

_ -

,

w

iSS

. ,
Gold FingerKing*, Ladies' Breast Pin*,
Gents'Bcarf Plni, Lockets,Fans nnd Chains,, and «,421 other presents,valued from 2) cent* to II,

ncr. Prcaents will be sent to any part of the United State! or Canada. The 40 cm* which youieml
us Is tho regul•,•
«>«»•».*'«..i- —
---— ------ ------.
>rw.t w
•

*

for three

highest excellence yet attained insuchmstramcnts;adding to all previous
improvementsone of neater value than any ; securing most pure, refined, musical tones and increasod
durability;especiallyavoiding liability to get outof
presenting very

mont hs.andone

tune. DliwtratedCatalogue4 free.

MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN AND PIANO CO.,

.

Read How

CatarrhCREAM BALM
Causes no Pain.

Troches are thus

Gives Relief

ftt

‘

Once.

TO

uid or

Not

ft

You Gan

500 BOLD

Elagant
Boll Watcli
For 50c.

the

fl

ret fity

aSuHLI CU

receivedyou wlube entitled to

LT

Liq-

Snuff. Ap-

Give

i

a

watch.

wad this new departure wilt think an
offer toglve away s:i),(MMn presentsis mo»t nnrea*
•onablcand nnprofltable;
bullet us say toall such

will Cure.
it

beaut Ifni

plilill

Thorough Treat-

ment

(fils

iVe^LLINOIm

\j Into nostrils.

For dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
spirits,and general debility in their various
forms ; also, as a previ ntlve againstfever and
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the

WATCHES FREE!

Got This

only in boze*.

and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness it has no equal

“

80 Bovs? Silver •• American
»00
• 8oUtel re DiamondP Infer P.lmrs......... 400
8 Patent Harvesters ..........................
t icO

Upright Pianos ErSS^

" Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calieaya,
made by Caswell,Hasard ft Co., of New York,
whUoI
ild by all druggists. Is the best tonio;

&

avue v w* •»••••*•••«•••
« a y »/
1,(X0Gem's Pocket Knives ......................
t otO
1.5W U. 8. Greenbacks of |1 each ...............LOiS
>o Gent*' gold Watches, EnyllihMovement 800
*

nr,'’*

referred to: “Having
Bronchial Troches * with mq
when I came to reside here, I found thataft.'r
1 had given them away to those I considered
required them, the poor people will walk for
miles to get a few." For Coughs, Colds, and
Throat Diseases they have no equal. Sold

more ex*

and mall the ILLI>
8 months on trial
numbered Receipt,which will entitle the holder to oneof th

..

In a letter from Hon. Mrs. Perky, Castle
Grey, Limerick, Ireland, Brown's Bronchial

brought your

ON BAN»i>

[ARE YOU MAKING

beyond help from quick consumption. As a

the

by thclrpedlgmi'

v

with violent lung disease, and pronounced

Dr.

established

Irported Stallions

306 Chestnut St., Philadslphia, Pa.

Dr. M. H. Hinsdale,Kewanoo, III, advises
ns of a remarkablecure for consumption.

was persuaded to try
Wm. Hall's Balsam for the Lungs. To
astonishment of all, by the time she had

Is

180
nportedBreriflmi
880

Specimen! scut gratia, if written for, to get np cluba.

Order on trial,oddreaa for circular rad location of
Western ud Southern Storehouses and Agents.
P. K. DKDERIOK * 00., Albany, N. Y.

Case Beyond Help.

last resort the family

blood

HOCK

COSTLY PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.
Addrew, post-paid, CH AS. J. PETERSON,

A Chicago surgeon advertises to cure
hare-lip. Ho don't give his name, but It is
probably Philip.

“A

of

STUD HOOKS OF FlUNCi.,

EVER IMPORTED TO AMERICA*

ATWITH GREAT REDUCTIONS TO CLUBS.-fft

Any lady who (V?8lresfurther information
thau can be given in the limitedpublic space
of newspaper columns can obtain Mrs. Lydia
E. Pinkham'spamphlet, “Guido to Health,"
by sending a stamp to Lynn, Mays.

Go.. Illinois,

HAS IMPORTED FROM FRANOE

PETERSON’S
MAGAZINE.

TERMS,

Post.

free.

Waablngton8t, Chicago, III.

82

W. PXJUTTAIVr

M.

Ita immense circulation and long-eatahlahed
reputation enable* tho proprietor to diitance all competltou.

A Chicago detective has partially reformed, and become a hank robber.— Boston

MONEY

BIG

sight.Ignites
combustibles.
0.

Whose purity

In-

11.00 per dnx.
Exclusive right
of sale for
Cnuutlei
orfltatei

gulfih; sells at

MONTGOMERY
WARD A CO.
tar
sap Wabash Aveaae.Cblcaao,
le-BEST

people ontof employment

aflame,
or Rain; cannot extin-

you.
ft

f°r

SFOR
PEOPLES
WludfJIQ

cost of everythingyou
use, drink,
eat, wear,
have fun
with.
invaluable
hooks contain information gleaned from
the markets of the world. We will mail
a copy Free to any address upoh receipt
of the postage— 8 cents. Let us hear
from
Respectfully,

at the entrance of the Reno
room only.”

A sion of an early fall— A bar of soap on
the cellar stepA— A’etc York Journal.

Ho says:

-

do wish my skin was as clear nnd
'soft as yours," said a lady to he.- friend. "You
•can easily make it so," nnsw.red the friend.
" How ?" inquired tho first lady.
"By nslng Hop Bitters that make? pare, rich
blood and blooming health. It did it for me as

"Oh, how

jM

variably prescribe it in fevers; also In convaiesence Irom wasting and debilitating dieeases with admirable results. I also find it a
tonic to an enfeebledconditionof the genital
organs."

A

3

A Lady’. Wish.

CANVASSING AGENTS.

Endi-gctic and reliable(male or female) wanted to
aell our new Medicated Cheat Protectors and Abdom-

recorded la the

Dr.

*

be paid for a case they will not enre ur help.

Jail reads: “Standing

IIoraford’H Acid PhoKphate.
ADMIHAULU RESULTS IN FEVERS.
J. J. Ryan, St. Louis, Mo., says: “I

-

you.

STRICTLY PURE,
armleM to

gives exact

Trial.

cents at Druggist*’,
by mail. rvpl.HfiMki for circular.Sample1 by ruriUO cento.
ELY BROTHERS.Druggists.Owego. N. Y.

know pf a publisherthat spent •30.000In one week
In givingaway free copies and advertisinghis pater, and tho money was well spent, for It secured

SO

all.It
I

AN OPTICAL

WONDER and

much
Me*,

For Pleuauro
Busina* a.

.... Just as much for matter, and just si
costs
for il Inst
___________
ration*, elect
electrotype*.
rot
. editorial scrvrent and
tnd for setting
set
up tl
listloo as It dees for

,

.....

costofs
altr
tof s single paper alarm*
Catarrhal Throat Affections, Haoklng,Irritating
Coughs, Colds cored by "Rough on Coughs." 25a

jwad(Over^wt^/ps^wsHSst it Is

Bind a song of hair oil,
Pocket minus chink,
Four and twenty editors

precl»e1:
AOR1

We

Bpiliing priu turn' ink ;
Now the pen goes faster,
Wonder what the? mean:

,

nui ltvdf tone attainedin ihorik are
;

‘.withoutdearly know•imr why. Hop Bitters
•will aUrelv cure you."

— lip
si

The Mason & Hamlin Upright Pianoi are
(o be, like the organs of the same
i ie best of thoir kind. The refinel

HU

For several years I, was troubledwith inal Banda. Cure and protect from Oougha, Colds,
Catarrh, have tried many remedies.Ely’s
Cream Balm has proved the article desired.I
Will aid treatment and relieve distressingsymptoms
believe it is the only cure.— L. B. Coburn, of CoMvmption. XotMng tine of thin Uiul
(u the mat'aai'
hardware merchant, Towanda, Pa. See adv’t. ket. (food* and price* popular.Liberalinducement*.
New York Health Agency. 285 Broadway,New York.
“Rough on Rats' ’—Clearsout rat8,mloe, flies,
The Buyers’ Guide is issued Bept
roaches, bed-bug8,antslvermin,chlpmunks.l5o
and March, each year: 224 pages, 8Jx 11 J
inches, with oyer 3*300 illustrations
WAN1 ED dress
EXPEBIENCEDB00K
AGENT8Ad'
a wh?le picture gallery. Gives wholesale
W. R. M ERWIN, Detroit,
Mich.
prices direct to contumon on all goods for
A GENTS WANTED for the tx'Ht and fastest-selling
A. Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced 33 personal
family use.
per cent. National Publishing Co., Chicago, Dl.
Tells how
order, and

pronounced
,

BY

•

A GIFT

)

has

THK

Words of Warning and Comfort.
•If yon are suffering from poor health or
languishing on a bed of riokneas, lake cheer;
'if yon are simply ^ailing,or If you fcoJ

THROAT AND LUNGS

“Rough on Itch" cures humors, eruptions, rlngchilblains.
worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted feet, ot

of Kheumatlstnor Malaria, take KidneyWort. You will find it the r^modr you need.

A placard

Cream Balm

worked a miracle.— C. B. Halleys, Binghamton, N. Y.

•1.50. W.

night, or in a cloudy day, than in a sunis

_

Pneumonia.
If Compound Oxygen were promptly used
m an attack of Acute I’ncumonla there would
ho few deaths from this disease, its action
in allaying bronchial and pulmonary irritation, relieving congest Ion, and Maturing
healthy secretions to the mucous membranes
is most remarkable. Wri'o to Drs. Starkey

berless and the record of (supposed) Incurable cases that have yielded to its influence, Is
astounding.If you have troublewith your
Kidneys, Liver, or Bowels, If you suffer from
Constipation and Piles, if you are a victim

cane sap it
.will evaporate more rapidly in the

Why

A

Why is whipping a mule so much like
playing an organ? Because it you don't C
sharp you will B flat.

The Half Was Never Told
of the wonderful powers and virtues of that
best of all medicines, Kidney- Wort. It has
been tried and proved. Its cures are num-

find that in boiling

shiny day.

love flowers, and also promptly frustrated.

with

AtmosphericPressure on Bolling Liquids.

“We

Flowers.

“Ktp’t in the Bod!”
Sad to say, many a good th.ng attainsto
nothing more than a fair, beginning. On the
other band it Is a matter for congratulat.on
that the growth of some evil things may be

large proporthere is something so delicate, so much tion of the cases of the most wide-spreadand
fatal of dlseayes— consumption—have their
unsaid yet suggested in flowers, that inceptionIn nasal catarrh. Dr. Sage's Cathe simple gift of one is always appre- tarrh Remedy is pleasant, soothing and efciated by a woman— not to speak of the fectual. Try It. It has cured thousands.
different sentiments that are associated All druggists.

(Nov.

ALL DUKABXH OF

in his brain, and a Newman
with his brain In a bullet.

ui

•• •-

ARREST!!

living with a bullet
man Is still alive

is

•

/7-

?*y

A Printer’!Error.

Made by man an those which affectthe relative
Reader, were yon ever homesick?
conditions of health and disease.Anion? them
Wkeu yon first left the parentalroof are the resort to violent medication, the obstinand went out into the wide %or Id to hew ate adherence to dietetic rales without referout a road to fortune and to fame, did, ence to their adaptability to the system, and
you not feel that strange sense of un- wont of all a disregard of small ailments. Exrest that made it seem impossible that tremists who are guilty of such follies deserve
you could live another hour away from to suffer. The use of Hostetler's Stomach Bithome? Where one has not had this ex- ten, the abaudonmeut of dosing, the selection
perience a hundred have. Well do I of a diet consonant with the stomach, and a
remember, when, at fifteen yeats of age, prompt resort to the first— these are conditions
I went out from father, mother, home precedentto a recovery of sound digestion, the
restoration of vigor, biliaryactivity,and a reguand friends, and sought an education lar action of the bowels. It is a fatal delusion
nearly five hundred miles away. The to suppose that minor ailments wearawavof
themselves. Diseases, no matter how trivialin
novelty of my new surroundingsin the their inception, begetothen. In the early stages
city, having .passed all my life on a of fever auu
and ague,
rheumatism,uyspcpsia,
dyspepsia,conBKUU, iuuuiiiumbiii,
farm, sustained me for a month or more, stipation and kidney troubles, a prompt re-

•

-

Journal.
'
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will

m
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This apace ia reaerred for the Woman
Ghrlatian Temperance
> Union.
Uu

(S* mn«m.

W.

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE
of \

The Prohibs.
The following address speaks for
To

tin ProhMtioniit* of

greet you. The existence of the Union-

been

Prohlbltionlst party has

goods at the One-Price Store

in the stock of

-

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

'T£

fully deter-

made

has been

mm

loyalty to principle we

name of

Id the

itself:

Wayne County:

HOLLAND, MICH.

mined by the recent election.Everything

A

points to a demand for its continuance.
As

we have come

a party

to stay; also,

large and very fine stock of

we

a growing party. Two years ago
Wayne County polled 108 Prohibition

are

Governor over 1,200 votes. In the State
sufficient to satisfy careful, think-

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

ing and determinedProhibitionists.
Had
last week’s election been other than Presi-

POWDER

dential all these figures would have been

We

largely increased.
them by

five or

will multiply

more two years hence.

ial

and other electionsbaa already begun.

We

confidently expect the success of our

This powder never varies. A marvel of parity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competIUon with the multitudeof low test, short
weight, slnm or phosphatepowders. Bold in cant.
Kotal Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall-sL, N. Y.

cause in the early future. As John P. St.

John telegraphedto David Preston, five
days ago: “God is in this work; we need
have no fears

to

as

and

the

in an endless number of styles

cH

Successors to W. C.

MELIS.

are sellingand keep for sale some very fine

fellow-citizens seeking the

A large stock of

who

these others

to identify themselves

with

-

eager

are so

this, the great

MILS, CUSS

party of the next quarter of a century,
should not share the same esteem and benefits which

come

naturally to those

I

who

of

large assortment of

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Psint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

whe has

that giveth his

him and makest him drunken,”and

a

Prints,

who

suffer

A L A B A

and

tried,

from the

effects of
In

we

f

allfs

T

S

I

N E

Corsets.

Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES’

SILK

your interestsand of our confidence

AMD GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,
A.

C0TT03STI

N 3D

in your large co-operation.

Our township, ward and
the same as our

own

We

city

committees,

organization, will be

Garden

Farming Tools.

I

A

Wayne County Union

In behalf of the

G.

and White Lead.

walking skeleton. Gat a

au

trial battle

We

a

C2, D A
YT a
Yt7wwcm*ww*«»M ^ l. _ __ _
Ain*
stantly to a Glossy Black by a single application v*
of this DTE. Sold by
Druggists,
UJ A*
l u6oi
or sent by express on receiptof $1.
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.

ll*MJ

TOTT'8

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland. Mich., March

muniAl OF

HE.

USEFUL BCCEIPT8

did me so

BOOIsTB.

27, 1884.

LIGHT RUNNING

-Dealer in-

keep all kinds of

Barbed Fence

Wire

hearty appetite,and a gain of 48 lbs.”
Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store

and

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

get a

Jewelry Watches.

On Market

DIAMONDS,
Silmre, Platefa, aid

SEWING MACHINE
at

Rea-

as cheap,

if

dead

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

DIAMOND RINGS

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

ever displayed in this City.

weight, will be
I

GIVE US A CALL.

made from Cream

Baking Powder,

it will leave the water

A Great Newspaper.

Holland, Mich., April 2,

when it
York Independentis

land, did not everslate the case
said that The 2ieio

1884.

quarterly magazine,with all the matter in
departments. »

might indeed be proud
distinguished a

list

Any

If it could

O. J.

VAN

DUREN, W. VAN

DER

VERRE

City

JAS.
Goods are warranted
bejust as represented.

to

Meet Market,

r has no

VAN DUREN

Independent. In a single department— its

& CO.,

Holland. Mich., May

Props

Estimates given

show Goods.
O.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884. 48-lv

in

Having lately re opened the “City Meat Market’
the First Ward, we kindly Invite the cltlfeua

ol this

city to glye ns a “call.”

We Intend

to keep our market snpplled with the
best ami choicest meats that can be vrocured.

assMSf

We make

we

O. Jewett, J. 8.. of Dale, Rebecca Hard- chased of
ing Davis and Harriet Prescott Spoffbrd.
also, recently,the

combined. Price.$3.20
Clubs. Sold by all newsdealers.
lishers. No. 381 Broadway. N. Y.
Its class

and can assure onr patrons that the Laulpnr
ns, is

a

year. Discount to
4 CO., Pub-

MUNN

perfectly pure and of line quality.
G. J.

Holland, Mich.. Feb.

VAN DUREN*

& CO.

15.1883.

2-

story from the pen of the hte Ivan

Tourgeneff, having secured the only trans
laiion from the Russian into English. Tins
department is but a sample of the others.
It would seem to us that The Independent
offers not only "fifty-twodividends during
the year,” but, in addition, a stock divi-

dend with each department. We advise
onr readers to send for a free sample

copy.
______ . -

41-4i

r+Mi

foreign
.

|raimimn
. -

o«*u,

Copy-

u troubles
tmU VifsUUs; XoQriptyt. Moetfa. AS

sdway.

done on short notice.

POR SALE BYF=^
Stairs,

MEYER, BROUWER

M

CO.,

Hand Railing/ ash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

dealer* in

Brackets, etc. made and
CARPETS,

WALL PAPER,

— and—

“lES BURIAL

furnished.

CASKETS.
Office

River

LIVEite

Planing and Re-sawing

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL.
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.

___ . _nd*otber*foreUm
countries,prepuce!
_ Sort notice and on reasonable terms.
Information as to obtaining patent* cheerfully
ven without charge.Hand-booksof informs, du sent free. Patents obUined through Mnnn
to the Llvef
A Co. are notioedin the BcianUfioAmerican freak
d relieve ollbil* The advantage of soch notice iewell understood by all yyil^more

7E8ETASLF FILLS
Secure Healthy

CO

ORANGE MASS.

Everett Hale,

Frank R. Stockton, H. H. Boyesen, Sarah

The Independent printed

SEWING MACHINE

The moirt ^^ponalar Week ly newepaper
deTot<>dto scie
ence, mechanic*. eniriDeerinc.diacotenes,invention*and patent* ever published.
published, Every
averr
number illustratedwith splendid engravinga. Thie
publication, furnishesa most valuable encyclopediaof
informationwhich jto person ahould be without. The
that
i

Edward

fin:

ished and completed. ^

Lucy, the well known and deservedly popnotice the names of

for all

kinds of buildings

story department— we find, among English-

ular novelists;while among Americans

HUNTLEY,

equals

Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to

of contributors as The

Baker, the celebrated Egyptian explorer;

sealedenvelope Aee. DruggistacanfilllL
WARD & CO., Louisiana, Mo.

Address DR.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

show as

Thomas Hardy, W. E. Norris, James
Payn, F. W. Robinson and Henry W.

plain

SELF-CURE.

favorite prescription of one of tbs

lam prepared to do repairing^ and engraving
promptlyaud in the bust manner.

monthly

men, such contributors as Sir Samuef W.

26-lf

All the

overwhelmingas a monthly or

many

—and a—

42-tf

"one of the ablest weeklies in existence.”
It is as

A

VAN OORT. & BEfiUWKES.

The Pall Mail Gazette,of London, Eng-

1882.BOONE.

miABLE

also keep on^hand a large assortment of

in

We promise prompt end gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with us.

clear.

not cheaper

FREE!

SPECTACLES

Tartar and Soda, like DeLand's Chemical

in this

H.

tastes bitter; starch, flour or filling of
is

flEARSE

with the finest horses and carriagesfor fbncral

Hollard. July 28th.

The largestassortmentof

also

V-

than any party In this city.

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

eat in

the shape of Baking Powder, boil a little

left in the cup, while If

the city.

purposes, which I will furnish

SIMPLE

son able Prices,

Ammonia smells, allum

In

near Eighth,

Street,

I have the newest and best

Fancy Goods.

Gold and Sih^r Watches

WHIPS, PUMPS,

size $1.00.

Ip you wish to know what you

The oldest established Stable

city,

completely restored to health, with a

any kind, which

FBI1

of

Consumpmuch goad that I
bought a dollar bottle. AfUr using three
bottles, found myself once more a man,

last

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
V Hair
www
J
Gray
or Whiskers changed

Otto Breyman

Dr. King’s New Discovery for

Large

b meC
Ul CO

on the Liver. AsaLlvermedloinoTUTT’S
PILLS have no equoL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin Is also prompt; removing
all Imparities through these three “aeavi
engers of the system,’* producing appetite, sonnd digestion, regular stools, a clear
skin anda vigorous body. TUTTS PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with dally work and are a perfect

with lune fever

and abscess on lungs, and reduced to

free trial bottle.

diseases requiring a certain and cfllclenTONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia. Wont of Appelite. Indigestion, Lack of Slrt'iiKtii,etc.. Its use is marked
with Immediate and wonderfulresults. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Hruln Power.
A
suffering from ull complaints
peculiar to their sex will dnd In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC u sale uud speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
T’e strongest testimony to the value of Hit.
JU.iTEii's Ihom Tonic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to thepopularity of the original. If you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the ohioinal and Best.
48*nd your addressto The Dr. Harter Med.Co.V
Ht, Louis. Mo., for our "DREAM BOOK."
\Fullof strangeand useful Information,free.^

THE
can be obtained of us.

Mr. E. Springer, of Mechanic sburg, Pa.
afflicted

Li:

»iy

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

A Walking Skeleton.

b

purify ami enrich the

Or. Harter’s Iron Tonio is for Sale by
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

always on hand.

Chairman.

Elmer Houser, Secretary.
Detroit, November 12, 1884.

full stock of

GKROCEBIES

The best of

Prohibition Committee, F. B. Cresset,

In water.

t

shall soon announce per-

manent headquarters.

writes: 'T was

NECKWEAR

GENTS’

REMnDlNG

BLOOD, regulate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS, ami kestoke the
HEALTH and VIGOR of YOUTH: lit all those
Tt will

hades.

assure you «f our fideli-

ACTS

Dr, Ealsr'i

Hosiery.

the kingdom of God, and with a profound

sympathy for the tempted and

and

Ginghams.

declares that drunkards shall not Inherit

which

From these sonrcea arise three-, fonr-hsof
tne uijeases of the human race. Tbc-ic
eymj toms Indicate their exidtenee Loae of
Appetite, Bowels costive, Hick Head*
ache, fullness sifter eating, aversion to
esertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food. Irritability of temper, Lovr
•plrflr, A feeling of having neglected
•ome duty, ]>lxzlnes8,Flutterlngatthe
Heort.Dots before the eyea, highly col*
ored trine, COMfiTlPATIoSq and demand the use of a remedy that acts directly
;

"Woe unto him

continued.

TORPID BOWELC,
DISORDERED LEVEE.
r .and MALARIA.

goods, consisting of

neighbor drink, that putlest thy bottle to

strong drink,

PILLS
__

"SSI*

have received n large Spring stock
We have

In a spirit of obedienceto God,

who

-

!

G.YANPOTTEMSONS

always on hand.

moral reform.

for all

aud

cron,

bear the earliest burdens of the conflict of

said:

TUTTS

H JLS COIME

the welfare of our nation, there is no

why

BEST BAE/GAHSTS

SPRING

servation and protectionof our homes, and

reason

Q-ET

AND RANGES.

ment, but alone the honor of God, the pre-

its

and designs.

same worthy

means by which it may be best secured.
And since we seek not self-aggrandize-

and

y

COOKING STOVES,

welcome due to

end, though differing for a time as to the

tion,

Calicos

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.

parties. Their minds are chang-

will have the cordial

BAiRLlT

COIMIE

heretofore have felt that their

ing, and they wil! speedilycome with us.

ty to

and

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Tan Oort & Beemkes.

best place for work in this reform was in

•

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

final triumph of prohibition is ad-

men who

They

HATS AND CAPS.

ultimateresults."

mitted by thousandsof noble temperance

the

Dress Patterns.

of Prints, i

8W8t.

principle.The justice

are a party of

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

Absolutely Pure.

Our campaign for the next gubernator-

We

also have a stock of

has been perhaps 20,000

at large the vote

—amply

We

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

votes; this year it gave our candidate for

St..

Holland. Mich.

and shop on Riser Street,

near the corner
money

ginners sncce^J grandly. None fk?l. Term* free.
Hallxtt Book Co., Portland, Maine.
42-ly.

of Tenth Street,
JAS.

^Holland, May

27,

HUNTLEY.

1888.

•

17-tf

